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Abstract

The importance of rare earth metals for clean energy technology and the threat to their supply

has prompted several researchers to consider alternative techniques to mining. One strategy

that is gaining traction in this area is recycling. Recycling has been proposed as a promising

potential supply source to meet some of the US rare-earth demand for use in permanent

magnets. Besides reducing the environmental impact of mining for rare earth metals, recycling

offers manufacturers a commercially viable alternative. Studies show that the concentration of

rare earth in end-of-life devices and waste streams is higher than in ores. The high growth rates

of products that use rare-earth magnets, particularly wind turbines and electric and hybrid

vehicles, highlight that their stock in use is on the rise and, in the near term, will become

available as scrap feed for recycling. Various studies have shown that the magnet-to-metal

recycling method, in which rare earth metals such as neodymium, praseodymium, and some

traces of dysprosium and terbium can be leached from the magnet and obtained as recycled

mixed rare earth metal which may be used as a precursor for the manufacturing of rare earth

magnets.

This thesis provides an introduction to magnet recycling technologies. It evaluates the

techno-economic analysis of liquid metal leaching and distillation, including the effect of a new

continuous gravity-driven multiple effect thermal system (G-METS) metal distillation technology

on energy use and overall cost. The G-METS system can potentially reduce the energy

consumption of the overall process to 64 kWh/kg, which is about 30% less than metal

production from ore and 61–67% less than the conventional process distillation. A

commercialization study is also presented. It suggests that the commercial viability of rare earth

magnet scrap recycling depends on a consistent supply of high-quality scrap material, the

demand for rare earth magnets, and the cost of virgin rare earth metals from primary
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production. Incentivizing the collection of rare earth magnet scraps and their recycling can

foster the development of viable recycling technologies. This study further assesses the leaching

and distillation of rare earth magnets using magnesium. It demonstrates magnesium’s

effectiveness as a leaching agent for rare earth metals. It further presents a reduced-order

model that predicts a three-effect distiller's distillation temperatures and production rates. The

effect of neodymium activity on the distillation of magnesium-neodymium alloy compared to

pure magnesium is presented. The results of the reduced-order model were benchmarked using

a third-party distillation model for magnesium-aluminum-zinc alloys. Models of distillation for

magnesium and bismuth can be used for scale-up reactor engineering.
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Chapter 1

Background and Introduction

1.1: Introduction

Lanthanides, scandium (Sc), and yttrium (Y) comprise the seventeen elements known as rare

earth metals. The term "light rare earth elements" (LREEs) refers to the lower atomic weight

elements lanthanum (La) to samarium (Sm) with atomic numbers 57 to 62. Elements from

europium (Eu) to lutetium (Lu) comprise the "heavy rare earth elements" (HREE) with atomic

numbers 63 to 71. The chemistry of Sc 3+, Y 3+, and Lu 3+ have many similar characteristics,

perhaps even more than Y 3+ and La 3+. The prevalence of Y III in ores rich in 'heavy' rare earth

is a result of this correlation, which is based on the similar ionic radii of Y 3+ and Lu 3+ (and

more so for Holmium 3+/Erbium 3+)[1], [2]. Due to scandium's slightly different characteristics

from the other REEs, it is typically omitted, and the lanthanides and yttrium are given more

attention.

Although they are referred to as rare earth, their abundance in the Earth’s crust does not

necessarily connote rarity. It is comparable to those of many other significant elements,

including uranium (1.7 ppm), germanium (1.3 ppm), copper (27 ppm), tin (27 ppm), and lithium

(17 ppm). For example, cerium which is the most abundant of the rare earth has 43 parts per

million (ppm) abundance level, followed by lanthanum and neodymium (Nd), both having a 20

ppm level and yttrium with 19 ppm[3].
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1.2: Geographical Production Concentration

The global REE deposits held by major nations, including China, Brazil, Vietnam, Russia, and

India, are around 130 million tonnes, with China owning one-third of the world’s reserves[4].

Figure 1.1 shows rare earth oxide production rates in metric tons between 1950 and 2022. It

vividly depicts the United States' emergence into the market in the mid-1960s, when demand

for color television surged. As China began exporting rare earths at extremely low costs in the

late 1980s and early 1990s, the US mine was forced to close because they could no longer

profit.

Figure 1.1: Rare Earth Oxide Production Rates in Metric Tons[2]

In the United States, Mountain Pass, in the upper Mojave Desert of California, had the largest

rare earth production rate from the 1960s until the 1980s when China began growing to

dominate the world production. The rare earth content in Mountain Pass is hosted chiefly by
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bastnasite, which is majorly the LREEs like Ce, La, and Nd. In 1998, mining activities in Mountain

Pass stopped because of their inability to compete with China's prices and environmental

concerns in their surrounding areas. Other notable exploration initiatives in the US outside

Mountain Pass are the Bear Lodge, Bokan-Dotson Ridge, Round Top, and La Paz projects. The

Companies Rare Element Resources and Ucore Rare Metals are working to develop the REE

resources in the Bear Lodge Mountains in Wyoming and the Bokan Mountain in Alaska,

respectively, including the minerals bastnaesite and monazite. HREE concentration in both

deposits is substantial. It will take three to four years for the Ucore Rare Metals project in Alaska

to start operating. Also, rare earth concentrates can be obtained commercially from uranium

and thorium-bearing rare earth ore in White Mesa Mill, Utah. Energy Fuel Company has

reported the potential to recover commercially viable rare earth concentrates while recovering

uranium from the ores[5].

In 1999 and 2000, more than 90% of REEs required by the U.S. industry came from deposits in

China. There are a variety of underlying causes for the quick shift from relative self-sufficiency

before 1990 to practically total dependence on imports from majorly China. These include the

sustained growth of electronics and other industries in Asia, the favorable number, size, and

HREE composition of Chinese deposits, and the ongoing environmental and regulatory issues at

Mountain Pass. Additionally, China has lower labor and regulatory expenses than the

US[4],[6],[7]. Figure 1.2. displays how the magnet industry's supply chain is heavily focused in

China, mainly as it descends from metal refining and mining to magnet production.
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Figure 1.2: Geographical Concentration of Supply Chain Stages for Sintered NdFeB Magnets[8]

The competitiveness of the United States rare earth magnet supply chain depends on factors

such as net import reliance, price volatility, geopolitical sensitivity of trade partners, and

substitutability across the supply chain. Although efforts have been made in recent years to

increase domestic production capacity and diversify foreign supply sources in the United States,

the supply chains for rare earth elements and magnets have not become resilient because US

manufacturers continue to face difficulties in remaining competitive, particularly in the

midstream stages of the supply chain.

Sintered neodymium magnets used in wind turbines and electric vehicles can only be produced

economically in small quantities domestically in the United States. At the same time, China

currently controls all of the key supply chain stages. Even more strikingly, this concentration of

production in China grows at every stage further along the supply chain. From a 58% share of

annual global rare earth mining in 2020 to a 92% share of the annual global magnet
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production—the stage with the highest added value—China now accounts for 92% of all annual

global production. Consequently, regaining U.S. competitiveness at many points along the

supply chain is necessary to create a robust domestic magnet manufacturing industry[8].

In general, the production of many energy transition minerals is more concentrated than oil or

natural gas. The top three producers of lithium, cobalt, and rare earth elements collectively

account for over three-quarters of global production. In some cases, a single country can

account for over half of the global production of these minerals. In 2019, over 70% and 60% of

the world's cobalt and rare earth element output came from the Democratic Republic of the

Congo (DRC) and the People's Republic of China (China), respectively. The concentration level is

significantly higher for processing operations, which China dominates globally. Around 35% of

nickel is refined in China, 50% to 70% of lithium and cobalt, and around 90% of rare earth

elements[9].

Mining, separation, refining, alloying, and manufacturing are the processes that make up the

rare earth element supply chain. The inadequacy of refining, alloying, and fabrication capacity

that might handle any future output of rare earth is a massive impediment to REE growth in the

United States. Samarium cobalt (SmCo) permanent magnets are made by one American

company, Electron Energy Corporation (EEC), in Landisville, Pennsylvania. Meanwhile,

neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) magnets are not currently produced in the United States.

However, Noveon Magnetics and MP materials have facilities to start producing soon in the

coming years[10]–[12].
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1.3: The Clean Energy Revolution

The shift from fossil energy fuels to clean energy sources has given rise to emerging clean

technologies like wind turbines, electric vehicles, energy-efficient lighting, and rechargeable

batteries, which all depend heavily on REEs. These technologies are expected to expand

significantly over the coming decades as the global energy system is transformed into more

sustainable and renewable systems. There is an urgent need to project the tendency for

different sectors and REE demand for these technologies, given the diverse development

tendencies in these technologies and the fact that individual REE demand varies in these sectors

due to the different distribution of REE in natural resources. Around 3 million electric vehicles

were sold globally in 2020, increasing their market share to above 4% (IEA 2021). As a result,

more than 10 million electric vehicles are on the road worldwide. However, to meet the global

climate objectives, their sales share must significantly increase to about 40% by 2030, along

with the swift electrification of buses, freight trucks, and light commercial vehicles[9], [13].

Due to its high efficiency, the current technology for powering an electric vehicle remains a

permanent magnet traction motor. Nearly all the magnets used for these motors are based on

NdFeB, which was discovered in 1982. These magnets use as much as 32 percent Nd and as

much as ten percent dysprosium (Dy).

Permanent magnet generators have gone mainstream, particularly in offshore turbines. This is

because they offer high yearly energy output at a low lifetime cost, high power density, compact

size, and maximum efficiency at all speeds. Most direct-drive turbines have permanent magnet

generators, frequently including neodymium and trace amounts of dysprosium[14].
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1.4: Rare Earth Permanent Magnet Application

NdFeB is currently the most powerful and economically important magnet material. Other

materials with higher properties for large-scale applications have yet to be developed. The bulk

of rare earth permanent magnet sales are made up of NdFeB.

NdFeB is beneficial in applications requiring high performance, high efficiency, and small size

because of its remarkable magnetic properties. Figure 1.3. depicts a breakdown of the projected

industrial uses of NdFeB. Because permanent magnet generators and motors require fewer

copper windings with running current than induction designs, this promotes high energy

efficiency. These characteristics are required by the wind energy industry, particularly for giant

turbines (> 5 MW), where a light turbine design is critical to reducing otherwise difficult

mechanical limitations.

Figure 1.3: Estimated Industrial end-use share of NdFeB magnets[15]
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1.5: Rare Earth Applications in Defense Systems

The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) relies on particular metals and metal alloys, including

rare earth magnets, for its operations. Devices using these materials, such as integrated circuits,

optical components, and electronic devices, are typically embedded in the structures or

components of military platforms and weapon systems that support warfighting capabilities,

such as airplane fuselages or ship hulls[16]. Metal alloys such as NdFeB and SmCo magnets are

used in various military weapons. SmCo, for instance, finds usage in military technologies like

precision-guided missiles, smart bombs, and aircraft because it maintains its strength at high

temperatures. NdFeB is considered the world’s strongest magnet and can be used in various

military applications. Table 1.1 shows the various uses of rare earth metals (REMs) in defense

applications.

Table 1.1: Uses of Rare Earth Metals in Defense Applications

REEs used Rare Earth Technology Application Selected Examples

Yttrium (Y), Europium
(Eu) and Terbium (Tb)

Energy Resolution
Amplification

Targeting and
Weapon Systems

Laser-targeting
Air-based lasers,
FCS Vehicle with
Laser Weapon,
SaberShot Photonic
Disruptor,
Laser Avenger
(counter-IEDs).

Neodymium (Nd),
Praseodymium (Pr),
Samarium (Sm),
Dysprosium (Dy),
Terbium (Tb)

Strong Permanent
Magnets

Guidance and
Control Systems

Smart bombs,
Tomahawk cruise
Missile, Joint Direct
Attack Munitions,
Joint Air to Ground
Fin Actuator,
Predator Unmanned
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Aircraft.

Neodymium (Nd),
Praseodymium (Pr),
Samarium (Sm),
Dysprosium (Dy),
Terbium (Tb)

Strong Permanent
Magnets

Electric Drive
Motors

CHPS Future Combat,
Integrated Starter
Generator, Hub
Mounted Electric
Traction Drive,
Zumwalt DDG 1000,
Joint Strike Fighter,
and More Electric
Aircraft.

Neodymium (Nd),
Yttrium (Y),
Lanthanum (La),
Lutetium(Lu),
Europium (Eu)

Enhanced Signal
Resolution

Radar, Sonar,
Radiation, and
Chemical Detection

Radar, Sonar
Transducers,
Multipurpose
integrated Chemical
Agent Alarm
(MICAD).

Numerous REEs Energy Storage,
Density Amplification
and Capacitance

Electronic Warfare Electromagnetic
railgun, Ni metal
Hydride Battery, Area
Denial Systems,
jamming devices,
Area Denial systems,
and Long-range
acoustic devices

[10], [17].

1.6: Criticality of Rare Earth Metals

Neodymium and praseodymium (Pr) are the critical LREEs used in producing NdFeB magnets,

while terbium (Tb) and dysprosium are the HREEs that are critical materials, often alloyed with

the NdFeB Magnets to increase their operating temperatures[10], [18], [19].

The assessment of two characteristics, supply risk and importance, has been mainly attributed

to resource criticality. The supply risk is determined by various underlying elements, which vary
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according to the scope and time frame of the criticality assessment activity. In the

short-to-medium term, the supply risk issue is more of a structural dysfunction characterized by

the market's inability to adapt to changing conditions. On the other hand, the importance of a

constraint parameter depends on the system selected. Taking a product as an example, a

resource is chosen primarily because of its critical role in providing essential functions for which

no or only a few adequate replacements are available, given the technological and economic

feasibility constraints. This indicates how vital a resource is for a product. However, if the

resource in issue is not experiencing any supply risk, it will not be considered vital[20]. The

scarcity of domestically produced material resources for industrial demands in most Western

nations and Chinese embargos on rare earth elements (REEs), which began in 2007 and peaked

in 2011, sparked the curiosity of global raw material consumers. This development has a

significant global impact, as China controls most of the global REE market- over 90%. Countries

with a high level of industrialization and a heavy reliance on raw material imports, such as

Japan, Korea, the United States, and European countries, began to routinely analyze the stability

of their raw material supply chains. During this period, the United States and the European

Union created and published criticality methodologies primarily driven by economic and

political factors. For example, using a widely acceptable parameter called Herfindahl Hirschman

Index (HHI), Habib et al. estimated the risk of concentrated supply for rare earth elements and

other critical metals from 1994 to 2013, considering the geological reserve share of metals by

countries. This was used to project the primary supply share of these countries for 2050[21],

[22].
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A study by the United States Department of Energy assessed the criticality of REEs based on two

factors-importance to clean energy and supply risk, as shown in Figure 1.4. They showed that

REEs, including Nd, Dy, Tb, Eu, and Y, were the most critical.

Figure 1.4: Materials Criticality Matrix (2015-2025) [23]

1.7: Research Directions in Addressing Critical Materials

Several studies have been directed towards addressing the criticality of materials, and this can

be divided into three key pillars[24]:

1.7.1: Diversify Supply

This involves the exploration of non-traditional sources such as mine tailings[25], [26], the use

of co-products[27]–[29], wastewater[30],[31], creating advanced separation/extraction

techniques and discovering new techniques. This would lead to diverse, secure, and resilient
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domestic sources and supply chains in the long run. It will result in advanced resource mapping,

characterization, and fundamental geoscience understanding.

1.7.2: Develop Substitutes

Substitution of most critical materials with non-critical materials has been ongoing research to

develop new alloys, components, and systems[32], [33]. For example, the permanent magnet

synchronous traction motor (PSM) containing rare earth is currently the preferred technology

for electric cars. For battery electric vehicles (BEV), alternative rare earth-free electric motors

(such as asynchronous or electrically stimulated synchronous machines) are available. Because

hybrid electric/electric cars dominate the EVs industry today, the absence of a component

replacement for PSM in serial manufacturing provides a significant barrier. However, several

substitute choices are possible in the R&D or pilot phases[15], [34]

1.7.3: Recycling and Reuse

Recycling could meet up to half the demand for rare earth elements used in electric traction

motors, and almost one-third of the demand for clean energy technology in general (wind

turbines and electric vehicles). However, as seen in Figure 1.5., this will only occur in the long

run if the recycling system is greatly improved. If present recycling input rates of less than 1%

for neodymium and dysprosium, and less than 5% for praseodymium, are not increased, this

potential will go unmet.
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Figure 1.5: Projected demand for neodymium, praseodymium, and dysprosium for clean energy

technologies compared with the potential supply from the recycling of rare earth from electric vehicles

(EVs) (EU-27 and the United Kingdom)

Recycling involves recovering critical materials from end-of-life devices using physical, chemical,

and biochemical extraction processes and additive manufacturing[35]–[37].

The short-term potential of rare earth magnet scrap recycling is substantial, offering a readily

available source of rare earth elements (REEs) that can help mitigate these critical materials'

current shortage and price volatility. Scrap recycling can also reduce the environmental impact

of REE production, which is often associated with environmental degradation, toxic waste

generation, and human health risks.

The long-term potential of REE scrap recycling can provide a stable and sustainable source of

REEs that can help reduce dependence on imports, enhance the security of supply, and promote

the development of new technologies that require REEs. Additionally, scrap recycling can reduce

the demand for newly mined REEs, thus reducing the environmental impact of REE extraction

and production.
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However, some challenges are associated with REE scrap recycling, including the technical and

economic feasibility of the process, the availability and quality of scrap material, and the need

for investment in research and development to improve the efficiency and scalability of the

recycling process. Nevertheless, the potential benefits of REE scrap recycling make it an

attractive option for addressing the current and future demand for these critical materials.

The long-term goal of recycling would be to develop economic and energy-efficient recovery

processes to enable a circular economy for critical materials. To achieve this, an integrated suite

of systems, including modeling/simulation, advanced characterization, techno-economic

analysis, and lifecycle analysis, would be necessary to mitigate future criticality issues and

support domestic supply. Developed prototypes and pilot plant demonstrations will be essential

to support commercial-scale production.

1.8: Scope of Thesis

This thesis focuses on molten metal leaching and G-METS distillation for rare earth magnet

scrap recycling. This project aims to develop fundamental measurements and modeling for a

modified rare earth magnet recycling process, including an assessment of the commercialization

potential of the recycling process.

This includes a techno-economic analysis of the proposed technology and its commercial

viability, reduced order modeling, and experimental investigation of the leaching and distillation

processes. These are covered in the scope of this thesis, which includes:

The Introduction in Chapter 1 and the literature review in Chapter 2. This presents relevant

literature on the applications and criticality of rare earth magnets; research directions in

addressing criticality; primary and secondary production of rare earth metals; and advances in
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recycling rare earth magnets. Chapter 3 discusses the techno-economic analysis of rare earth

metal recycling using efficient distillation technology. The relationship between energy

requirements and the cost of various recycling processes is also discussed in this chapter to

provide insights into the advantages of the proposed recycling technology. Chapter 4 discusses

the commercialization viability of the liquid metal leaching and low-cost distillation process. This

is based on an NSF I-Corps program on customer discovery. Chapter 5 details the experimental

investigations of the leaching and distillation processes, demonstrating magnesium as a suitable

leaching agent for rare earth magnet scrap. It also presents a reduced-order model developed

to estimate the temperature and production rates for magnesium-neodymium alloy distillation.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes key findings from this study and provides recommendations for

future research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1: Introduction

Rare earth metals are essential to modern technology, including electronics, renewable energy

systems, and transportation. Nevertheless, rare earth metal mining and processing pose

substantial environmental and social issues, including resource depletion, water pollution, and

human rights violations. Recycling rare earth metals from end-of-life devices and manufacturing

waste offers a viable solution to these problems by lowering the need for virgin resources and

decreasing waste. In recent years, new processes for recycling rare earth metals have evolved,

with the potential to recover these critical minerals from end-of-life devices and production

waste. These technologies span from conventional procedures like hydrometallurgy and

pyrometallurgy to cutting-edge techniques like solvent extraction, bioleaching, and

electrochemistry[1]–[12].

This literature review chapter critically assesses the existing information on rare earth metal

primary production, secondary sources of rare earth metals, and their innovative recycling

methods. This chapter will examine the principles and mechanisms driving these technologies,

their benefits, drawbacks, and possible applications in various industrial areas. The literature
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review will critically evaluate the issue by combining and evaluating a wide range of published

studies, highlighting areas that deserve additional exploration.

This literature review aims to lay the groundwork for the dissertation's succeeding chapters and

contribute to the larger academic discourse about recycling rare earth magnets. This review can

guide policy and industrial decisions that promote resource efficiency and environmental

sustainability.

2.2: Primary Production of Rare Earth Metals

The upstream processes in the supply chain of rare earth metals involve mining and

beneficiating the rare earth ores. Monazite, bastnaesite, and xenotime are the principal rare

earth ore types. Monazite is typically found as a component of mineral sands, which are usually

mined primarily for ilmenite, rutile, and zircon. It is predominantly light rare earth (La, Ce, Pr,

Nd) phosphate (93–94%). Bastnaesite, a carbonate-fluoride mineral, typically contains light rare

earths (Ce, La, Nd, and Pr). About 60% of Xenotime is made up of YPO4, while 30% is made up

of other heavy rare earths. While not often present in rare earth ores, scandium can be found in

particular uranium and Co/Ni ores[13]–[16]. In the U.S., the Mountain Pass mine operated by

MP Materials is the only active mine, with primarily bastnaesite ore[17], producing

approximately 26,000 metric tons of ore concentrates in 2019. These concentrates are then

exported for separation and processing. Some deposits' mineralogy is so complex and nuanced

that extensive studies into developing appropriate processing technology are necessary before

they become economically viable operations[18], [19].
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2.2.1: Mining

Open pit, underground, or in-situ leaching[20] are all methods of rare earth mining[21]–[24].

The traditional open pit mine technique is similar to other mining activities, such as overburden

removal, mining, milling, crushing and grinding, separation, or concentration. After separation,

the product of the enhanced concentrate may have about 30% to 70% of rare earth-bearing ore.

The method uses more water and energy than other common metals (e.g., 0.2 to 1 GJ energy/t

REO, 0.3 to 1.8 ML water/t REO). It generates waste streams such as tailings and wastewater

(compared to other metals owing to the very low grade). A conventional open-cut or

underground truck shovel mining system is used for hard rock-based deposits. Meanwhile, for

mineral sand-based monazite-type deposits, the wet-dredging or dry-mining method is

used[25].

2.2.2: Beneficiation and Concentration

Beneficiation is the process of separating valuable minerals from waste rock. In the case of rare

earth ores, this process involves using various techniques to separate the rare earth elements

from other minerals in the ore. Some standard methods used for beneficiation include gravity

separation, flotation, magnetic separation, and leaching. On the other hand, the process of

concentration involves raising the percentage of rare earth elements in an ore. This can be

accomplished by raising the concentration of the precious mineral in the ore or eliminating

contaminants. Separating rare earth elements from other minerals in the ore is normally

accomplished by concentration using physical or chemical techniques. For example, researchers

have studied the use of a combination of gravity separation and magnetic separation to
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beneficiate a rare earth ore containing cerium, lanthanum, neodymium, and praseodymium.

The results showed that the beneficiation process could separate the rare earth elements from

other minerals in the ore with a high degree of efficiency[26], [27]. Sulfuric acid baking is a

process used industrially for mineral concentration. Originally, sulfuric acid-based rare earth.

Figure 2.1: Typical process flowsheet for sulfuric acid treatment of a rare earth mineral concentrate[28],

[29]

Material breakdown was done in a batch process in a closed but vented reactor[30], but in

recent times, this is done industrially using a rotary kiln that enables a continuous
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operation[31]. A typical flowsheet for the sulphuric acid decomposition process is shown in

Figure 2.1.

2.2.3: Separation and Processing

A typical separation and processing flowsheet is shown in Figure 2.2, a Molycorp process used

in extracting europium oxide from Mountain Pass bastnaesite leachate. Gupta and

Krishnamurthy have investigated a solvent extraction process involving calcining and leaching

with HCl solution to produce a chloride solution (100 g/L REO) containing all rare earths except

Ce[28]. Two stages of solvent extraction with D2EHPA were used. The chloride solution was first

contacted with 10% v/v D2EHPA in kerosene, and the extraction was carried out in five stages of

mixers and settlers under conditions that "split" the rare earths, with Sm and all heavier rare

earths reporting to the D2EHPA solution, and Nd and all lighter elements reporting to the

raffinate solution. The heavy rare earths were removed using a small amount of D2EHPA

solution. Gupta and Krishnamurthy found that the resultant rare earth mixture can be

processed with considerably smaller mixer settlers, leaving La, Pr, and Nd (most rare earths in

the concentrate) in the aqueous raffinate. These were precipitated using ammonium and

sodium hydrogen sulfide before being treated on larger-scale equipment. The solution

contained more than 98% of europium.

Other studies have reported using solvent extraction to separate industry REMs [32]–[36].

Before the introduction of industrial-scale solvent extraction in the 1960s, the only viable means

to separate rare earths in significant amounts were using ion exchange technology[37]–[39]. Ion
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exchange is currently only utilized to obtain tiny quantities of high-purity rare earth products for

electronics or analytical purposes[40].

Figure 2.2: Molycorp process for producing europium oxide from the basanite concentrate [28],

[29]

Further refining can be carried out to obtain rare earth metal from rare earth oxide. Several

approaches investigated include
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2.2.3.1: Metallothermic Reduction

Researchers have reported the extraction of rare earth metals using molten metal electrolysis

and metallothermic reduction techniques. In the molten metal electrolysis, the feed, a rare

earth chloride, is added to a mixture of alkali metal chloride to make up the chloride electrolyte.

Graphite anode is used, while the cathode where the rare earth metal gets deposited is inert

high-temperature material such as Mo or W metal. For a rare earth oxide feed, the electrolyte

has a composition of ReF3–LiF, sometimes with BaF2. The anode is carbon, while a Fe cathode

can be used for low-melting metals like Mg or Cd. The oxide feed process is like aluminum

electrolysis; however, the oxide solubility in the rare earth process is very low. Thus, there is a

need for the controlled addition of the feed in the electrolyte. In metallothermic reduction,

since the free energy of formation of rare earth halide is lower than the respective metal halide,

e.g., calcium halide, the RE oxides have standard free energy of formation higher than CaO.

These RE halides or oxides can potentially be reduced by calcium metal. For example, a

Neochem process was developed by General Motor Corporation, as shown in Figure 2.3,

whereby neodymium oxide was reduced with a molten salt mixture of CaCl2 and NaCl with

sodium as the reductant. The Na added forms Ca in situ, which reduces the rare earth oxide,

whereas Fe was added to make Nd-Zn master alloy which was vacuum-distilled to obtain pure

Nd metal.
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Figure 2.3: The Neochem process used to extract Nd as Nd-Zn master alloy with sodium reductant. The

Nd–Zn master alloy is vacuum-distilled to get pure Nd metal[41]

The reaction is endothermic; hence, a need to supply heat to the reaction. This process has also

been used for the extraction of samarium metal from samarium oxide by the addition of

Lanthanum (lanthano-thermic reaction), and a similar approach can be used for extracting pure

europium and ytterbium[41], [42].

2.2.3.2: Calciothermic Reduction and Electrolysis

Research trends in neodymium production through oxide electrolysis have been carried out by

Chinese engineers and scaled up to industrial use as almost 100% of neodymium smelting for

the Nd2Fe14B magnet alloy is controlled by China[43]. The first industrial-scale production of Nd
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and its alloys was done by Calciothermic reduction of neodymium fluoride and chloride

electrolysis[44].

2.2.3.3: Electrowinning

Several studies on electrowinning to produce high-purity rare earth metals from their oxides

have been reported[45]–[48]. Dysinger and Murphy prepared neodymium metal of 99.8% purity

from neodymium oxide salts dissolved in a molten fluoride electrolyte by electrowinning. This

was done at current efficiencies of 50 to 60%. Continuous feeding at a controlled rate was used

to ensure an increased sustainable anodic current density and efficiency and improve the cell’s

overall operation[49].

2.3: Secondary Sources of Rare Earth Metals

The recovery of rare earth metals from waste or scrap materials, contrary to primary sources

like mines, is called the secondary production of rare earths. In addition to recovering rare

earths from industrial waste streams like coal ash or fly ash can also involve recycling end-of-life

items like cell phones and wind turbines.

The ability of secondary production to lessen the adverse environmental effects of rare earth

mining and processing and minimize reliance on primary supplies, which may be expensive and

environmentally harmful, is one of its key benefits[50], [51]. REM recycling depends on whether

the materials are available in enough quantities and at optimum times. Wind turbines that

contain several hundred kilograms of REM have a lifetime of 20 – 30 years before recovery;

meanwhile, electronic devices that have a short lifespan contain only small concentrations of
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these rare earth materials. National Defense Stockpile in FY2016 initiated a project goal to

develop economical methods of recycling REEs from scrap and investigate technologies to

determine whether recycling is feasible in the United States as there is little to no recycling of

REEs taking place[52].

A review of the potential of secondary sources was carried out, as shown in Table 1. An analysis

of the concentration of REEs in secondary sources observed that some of the most valuable

REEs were in higher concentrations in phosphogypsum, coal combustion products, red mud,

and polishing powders than the ore grade, as shown in Table 2. Regarding the ability to meet

demand, phosphogypsum, and NiMH Batteries had a high annual production of over a billion

and a million tons, respectively. Understanding the techno-economic analysis of recovering REEs

from these sources is important to ascertain the economic feasibility of methods applied even

as their concentrations in specific REEs vary [50], [53].

Table 2.1: Classification of Secondary Rare Earth Element Sources[50]

Secondary Rare Earth Sources

Coal Combustion Products

(CCPs)

Industrial by-products and

wastes

Post-consumer electronic

wastes

Ash by-products of energy

production from coal

(including fly and bottom

ash)

Phosphogypsum Phosphors from LED, LFL

Dross/Slag Cell phones

Tailings Laptops and desktops

Red mud Speakers

Nickel-Metal Hydrides
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Table 2.2: Concentration of magnet REEs in secondary sources compared to ore grade[50]

Secondary Source REEs present Amount present compared

to ores

Earbuds Nd 1.5X

Dy 6X

Pr 1.2X

NiMH Nd 5X

Pr 4.5X

Polishing powders Nd 13X

Pr 15X

Phosphogypsum Nd 3X

Pr 3X

2.4: Recycling Processes of Rare Earth Metals

Many recycling methods exist; however, they have several limitations, such as

● High Energy Consumption: Rare earth magnet recycling technologies can require

significant energy, particularly during the separation and refining processes. This high

energy consumption can make recycling less economically feasible and environmentally

friendly[51]
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● Limited Scale-up Feasibility: Some rare earth magnet recycling technologies are still in

the developmental stage, and their commercial availability is limited. This lack of

availability can hinder the scaling-up of recycling operations[54].

● High Capital Cost: Certain rare earth magnet recycling technologies require significant

investment in specialized equipment and infrastructure, which can be a barrier to entry

for smaller companies or start-ups[55].

● Environmental Impact: Some of the current rare earth magnet recycling technologies can

still have an environmental impact, such as using strong acids or other chemicals in

refining[56].

This project aims to address some of these limitations in contribution to the general body of

knowledge in recycling rare earth magnets.

Various studies have investigated the stages of recovering End-of-life (EOL) wastes, including

collection, pretreatment, separation/purification, and ultimate recovery. The various elements

and compound composition (in wt.%) of REE in EOL products were shown. They proposed that

the physical pre-treatment method is preferable to the chemical since the metals’ state remains

unchanged and can be carried out at the minimum cost. The steps involved in the physical

pretreatment- including magnetic and electric conductivity-based separation to separate ferrous

metals from plastics and non-ferrous metals were discussed. The pyrometallurgical method of

separation/purification was compared to the hydrometallurgical method in terms of ore grade,

energy required, pollution, and post-processing. It was shown that the hydrometallurgical

process has more advantages since it involves leaching, especially for NdFeB magnets. Leaching

can either be total or selective. Lixiviants studied include H2SO4 and HCl, where HCL performed
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better, but H2SO4 was more economical. It was shown that temperature, pulp density, acid

concentration, and leaching time affect RE’s extraction. Other methods of recovery discussed

include molten slag extraction (CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 and CaO-CaF2), glass slag method (B2O3), electro

cycling, solvent extraction, liquid membrane extraction (flat sheet or hollow fiber liquid

membrane), liquid metal extraction (using melted gr IIA metals), bioleaching and supercritical

fluid extraction (CO2)[57], [58]. Several recovery/recycling methods have been discussed. Table

3 shows a summary of various recovery methods with their REE sources.

2.4.1: Solvent Extraction

This is one of the eco-friendliest and commercially viable approaches to extract and separate

RE because of ionic liquids and green replacements for the usual molecular solvents[57], [58].

Although several extracting agents have been utilized in industry for the solvent extraction and

separation of REEs[59]–[62], they have some disadvantages. These include a low extraction rate,

poor selectivity, and poor stripping of the metals from the organic phase. Various organic

diluents such as ketones, aliphatic/aromatic hydrocarbons, and high alcohols as media for

dissolving the extractants have also been reported. Their equilibrium data, the kinetics of

extraction behavior, and thermodynamic models are essential in developing and designing

extraction systems. This study prepared the leachate by dissolving 1g of NdFeB powder in 50 mL

of 4M HNO3 and leaching for 24h at 25 ± 10C on a magnetic stirrer. Tetraoctyl di glycol amide

(TODGA) was used as the extractant. Stripping of the REEs out of the organic phase was carried

out using MQ water, and the recovery of REEs was reported to have reached almost 100% Nd,

Pr, and Dy[63]. In another study, neodymium and dysprosium were successfully separated using
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ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as a selective complexing agent during liquid-liquid

extraction. Precipitation with oxalic acid and calcination was done to obtain Nd2O3 and Dy2O3,

with 99.6% and 99.8% purities, respectively[64]. A critical review was also conducted on solvent

extraction for recovery and individual separation of REEs from aqueous solutions. Cation

exchangers, solvation extractants, and ion exchangers have been extensively studied.

Commercially, D2EHPA, HEHEHP, Versatic 10, TBP, and Aliquat 336 are widely used to separate

rare earth elements[36]. Acidic, basic, solvating extractants or ionic liquids can be used for

solvent extraction.

2.4.2: Membrane Solvent Extraction

Several studies have reported using membrane-based extraction for recovering rare earth

metal ions[65]–[69]. A study of the recovery of REEs from scrap magnet feedstocks using

membrane solvent extraction (MSX) was successfully carried out using technical grade N, N, N′,

N′-Tetraoctyl di glycol amide (TODGA) 30%, isopar 40%, and tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) 30% as

the extractant – neutral extractant. The feedstock and the REO products were dissolved in nitric

acid to determine their elemental composition using ICP-OES. Recovery of more than 95%,

purity of about 99.5%, and an extraction rate of 9.3 g/(hm2) was obtained from feed solutions

containing REEs of up to 46000 mg/L. The composition of the scrap magnet source and the

initial REE concentration determined the extraction rate. MSX is a scalable recovery method for

REEs from various electronic wastes[66]. TODGA has been shown to recover Nd, Dy, and Pr

selectively with no co-extraction of non-REEs such as Fe and B. This process is an alternative to

the traditional equilibrium-based solvent extraction, eliminating the disadvantages of functions
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like loading, flooding, and third-phase formation. Whereas solvent extraction takes place in two

separate steps, as shown in Figure 2.4, MSX combines both steps, continuously circulating the

feed and strip solutions without dispersing different phases. A high contact surface area per unit

volume, which gives rise to a high REE extraction rate, is achieved using the hollow fiber

membrane modules in the MSX system[70].

Figure 2.4: Membrane Solvent Extraction Process for REE recovery[70]

2.4.3: Chlorination

Several research investigations involving the use of chlorination in the recovery of rare earth

elements from rare earth magnets have been conducted[54], [71]–[74]. Although chlorination is

a low-cost process, RE elements recovered as chlorides have limited application after recovery.

The process is used alongside molten salt extraction and gas-phase reactions[75].
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2.4.4: Ligand-Assisted Displacement (LAD) Chromatography

The use of displacement chromatography in the recovery of rare earth elements has been

studied extensively[76]–[80]. Ding et al. studied a two-zone ligand-assisted displacement

(LAD)chromatography for producing high-purity Pr, Nd, and Dy from waste magnets. Compared

to liquid-liquid extraction, this process required only a few columns, and the productivity was

about 100 times higher. The environmentally friendly chemicals could be recycled and

reused[81].

2.4.5: Biosorption/Bioleaching

Several biomaterials, including algae, fungi, bacteria, resin, and activated carbon, are potential

adsorbents for the recovery of rare earth metals because of their low cost and fast kinetics of

adsorption and desorption[4], [82]–[86]. Lanthanum was recovered using algae, bamboo

charcoal, bacteria, and activated carbon from rice husk[87]–[89]. In the case of activated

carbon, its extended surface area, increase in adsorb, microporous structure, and special

surface reactivity is all advantages that make this medium the most popular adsorbent.

dysprosium and neodymium have also been reported to be recovered using activated charcoal

and carbon, respectively, while europium, erbium, samarium, and praseodymium have been

recovered using Sargassum biomass. A continuous mode operation performed industrial

applications of biosorption. Meanwhile, batch experiments were carried out to evaluate

essential information, such as biosorbent efficiency, optimum experimental conditions,

biosorption rate, and the possibility of biomass regeneration. Factors such as pH, temperature,
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biosorbent dosage, initial metal concentration, agitation rate, and contact period influence the

biosorption processes and should be considered[90].

2.4.6: Hydrogen Decrepitation

In hydrogenation or hydrogen decrepitation, the NdFeB magnet is broken down by hydrogen

absorption to form a-Fe, Fe2B, and NdH2 after de-coating. By degassing the hydrogen under a

vacuum, the Nd is recovered. But fresh REEs must be added to improve the magnetic properties

of the recycled magnet. As shown in Figure 2.5, in comparison to primary production, fewer

fresh REEs are added as low as 0.5-1g for 1kg of the magnet. Thus, the recycling route has a

significantly lower environmental impact than the primary production[91]–[103].

Figure 2.5: Process flows for NdFeB Magnet Virgin Production and magnet-to-magnet recycling[104]

2.4.7: Molten Metal Extraction

This proposes the use of molten magnesium or other group IIA metals[105] that are effective in

REM recycling – a technology to extract rare-earth alloys (Nd, Dy) from removed magnets at a
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temperature of 1273K and Mg/magnet ratio of 10. The Nd and Dy extraction efficiencies were

100% and 60%, respectively.

Figure 2.6: Schematic Diagram of the process of recovering rare earth from rare earth magnet by using

molten magnesium[106]

The addition of Calcium suppresses the oxidation of Dy. As shown in Figure 2.6, this

pyrometallurgical process involved three steps - extraction of the RE metals into molten Mg to

form an Mg-RE melt, separating the melt from the Fe-B alloy block formed after RE extraction

vacuum sublimation or distillation of the melt to recover both the Mg and RE separately. The

heating crucible was made of pure iron and boron nitride (BN) since BN contained little impurity

and high heat resistivity[106]–[108].
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Table 2.3: Lab-scale Extraction processes of REEs from secondary sources

Method REE Source Reference

Acid leaching Coal ash, fluorescent lamps [109]

Hydrometallurgy Fluorescent lamps, NiMH batteries [110]

Hydrogen decrepitation Magnets [92]

Pyrometallurgy Magnets [111]

Alkaline roasting Fluorescent lamps [112]

Bioleaching Coal ash [113]

Supercritical extraction coal ash, Fluorescent lamps [114]

flotation separation Fluorescent lamps [115]

liquid metal extraction Magnets [106]

ion exchange Coal ash [116]

Ionic liquids/solvent extraction Magnets [63]

Dense medium centrifugation Fluorescent lamps [117]

2.5: Scrap Dismantling Techniques

Although the separation step of RE magnets from their EOL products has been identified as one

of the challenges amongst many others for efficient recycling operation[2], [118], a dismantling

technology aimed at collecting NdFeB magnets from HDDs and compressors has been

developed by Hitachi Group and used to collect about 26 metric tons of magnets from HDD over
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six years since FY2013. The machine disassembles about 140 HDDs per hour, whereas a person

manually takes apart 12 HDDs simultaneously. It works by subjecting the drives to impacts and

vibrations as the drum rotates to loosen the screws and automatically disassemble the drive

into its parts. The presence of through-holes prevents the sintered REM from being pulverized

(Figure 2.7). They created a cycle of resources for recycling and proposed plans to use AI

technologies and the Internet of Things. Also, through domestic resource recycling by Tokyo Eco

Recycle, CO2 emissions were reduced to one-tenth the level that would result from the same

weight of REM when manufacturing from their ores[49], [119], [120].

Figure 2.7: Internal Mechanism of Automatic Hard Disk Drive Disassembler[119]

2.6: Conclusion

This literature review has highlighted the current methods of extraction and processing of rare

earth metals, including primary and secondary methods.
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The reviewed literature demonstrates that several promising technologies for the recycling of

rare earth metals have been developed in recent years. These include hydrometallurgical

methods, pyrometallurgical methods, and bio-metallurgical methods, each with its own

advantages and disadvantages.

One key finding from the literature is that a comprehensive approach to rare earth metal

recycling is necessary to address several limitations, such as energy efficiency, scalability, and

cost of these recycling technologies, as well as to address the challenges associated with

processing complex mixtures of rare earth metals.

Overall, the reviewed literature provides a good platform for further research and development

of new technologies for recycling rare earth metals, which can contribute to a more sustainable

and environmentally friendly society.
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Chapter 3

Techno-Economic Analysis of Rare Earth Magnet

Recycling Using Efficient Metal Distillation

3.1: Introduction

The development of permanent magnets has evolved from lodestone in the 1920s to modern

neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB, or “neo”) magnets because of the need to obtain a good

combination of maximum energy product and high curie temperature. The high energy product

value from rare earth magnets and other permanent magnets enables smaller magnets and

higher magnetic strength applications. Although there are generally two rare earth magnets,

neo magnets, and samarium cobalt (SmCo) magnets, neo magnets are the strongest and most

affordable. Dysprosium (Dy) and cobalt addition improve the magnet’s high-temperature

characteristics[1]. Their applications are seen in technologies that require potent magnets, such

as wind turbine generators, vehicle traction motors in hybrid and electric vehicles (HEVs/EVs),

speakers and headphones, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners, computer hard disk

drives, and high-performance alternating current (AC) servo motors. According to a forecast by

Adamas Intelligence[2], an independent research and advisory company on strategic metals and

minerals, there will be an increase in the global demand for NdFeB alloys and powders at a

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.7% from 2020 through 2030, and thus an increase in
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the need for rare earth elements (i.e., neodymium, praseodymium, dysprosium, and terbium).

Meanwhile, global production will increase at a slower CAGR of 7.1%, leading to a supply

market struggle to keep up with growing demand. NdFeB alloy global shortage is predicted to

amount to 48,000 tons annually by 2030, estimated as the amount needed to produce 25 to 30

million electric vehicle traction motors. Didymium oxide (NdPr oxide) will also experience a

shortage rise to 16000 tons in 2030, equivalent to roughly three times Lynas Corporation’s

annual output and MP Materials’ annual output[2]. Therefore, there is a need to ensure a

sustainable supply of these elements through recycling methods. In achieving this, it is essential

to ascertain the availability of the raw materials for recycling and the economic viability of the

methods employed.

Several studies have reported various methods for recycling rare earth from End-of-life (EOL)

products. Still, there are limited detailed techno-economic analysis (TEA) studies on these

methods. This study reviews various processes for recycling rare earths from EoL magnet

products and a techno-economic analysis of a proposed low-cost alternative using a new

distillation process.

3.2: Availability of Rare Earth Permanent Magnets

An essential aspect of understanding the recycling potential of rare earth elements (REEs) from

EoL products is evaluating the quantities of these elements in secondary sources. Studies have

shown that a maximum recycling rate of 20% can be reached in at least ten years with perfect

recovery and a continuous growth trend[3]. Nd, Fe, and B primarily make up rare earth

permanent magnets, although praseodymium can be added partially (~5%) to offset Nd.
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Meanwhile, Dy is a common alloying material added to increase the magnet’s operational

temperature for applications that involve high temperatures, like EVs and wind turbines. In

lower-temperature applications, like magnetic refrigeration systems, very minimal (0.5% max) or

no Dy is used. For room temperature applications, such as in computer hard disk drives, Dy is

typically around 1.5%[4]. About 31-32% of RE permanent magnets are REEs[5], with Nd being

as much as 30%[6]. Thus, knowing the mass of REPM used in secondary sources will estimate

the REEs available for recovery.

Dynamic variables considered to ascertain the quantity of REPM scrap available include yearly

sales of potential sources, product lifespan, and quantity of REPM available. The most promising

urban mining resources that contain rare earth permanent magnets are automobiles, home

appliances, acoustic equipment, MRI machines, factory automation tools, and electronic devices

[7]. For example, a conventional gasoline engine sedan has approximately 0.44kg of REES, 80%

in permanent magnets. An entire hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) that uses nickel metal hydride

batteries contains 4.5 kilograms of rare earth, and an HEV with a lithium-ion battery contains

approximately 1 kg of REEs[8]. In the US, HEV sales began in 1999 with an annual sale of 9,400

vehicles and reached a peak of 495,500 in 2013. U.S. Plug-in HEV and EV sales started in 2010

with yearly sales of 7,700 and 10,100 vehicles, and since then, annual sales have increased at an

average rate of 34.8% and 48.8%, respectively, reaching 122,800 vehicles in 2018 and 242,000

vehicles in 2019 respectively[9].

According to a market analysis report on REEs in Europe, EVs typically have a lifespan of 15 years

and can provide more than 11 kt of Nd and close to 1 kt of Dy, likely to be harvested over the

next two decades. Also, electric power steering motors of conventional vehicles can supply an
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estimate of 5 kt of Nd content. Residential air conditioners could provide approximately 2 kt of

Nd. This represents approximately 20% of the total annual demand [2], [10].

Offshore wind turbines that use direct-drive permanent magnet generators (DDPMGs) contain

about 160 - 650 kg NdFeB per MW of wind power capacity, with 51 - 208 kg of REEs/MW. Due to

the enormous power capacity and lower part count, DDPMGs are the top design choice for U.S.

offshore wind applications. Only seven offshore wind turbines in the United States with 42 MW

of wind power capacity have been installed and commissioned.

In 2019, the US offshore wind project pipeline grew to a potential generating capacity of

28,521MW from 25,824 MW in 2016 across 13 states. Also, an estimate of the onshore wind

turbines with DDPMGs in the U.S. has the potential of supplying ~37 tons of REEs in less than

two decades from now, considering their average lifespan of 20 years [11]–[13].

Other devices such as microphones, loudspeakers, earbuds, and headphones also contain REEs,

which can be recovered[14].

A study on RE availability for recycling reported that REEs from U.S. hard disk drives (HDDs)

alone could meet ~5.2% of global Nd-Fe-B magnets demand (excluding China)[15]. Swarfs and

slags generated from magnet manufacturing also contain a high concentration of REEs, which

are recoverable. An estimated 30% of an original PM material can be generated as plant waste

[16]. Also, secondary sources such as phosphogypsum, nickel metal hydride batteries, red mud,

and coal ash can provide ~11X the total global demand of Nd, with phosphogypsum having the

most significant portion [17], [18].
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3.3: Recycling Processes for Rare Earth Permanent Magnets

There are multiple processes for producing new REPMs from old ones. Figure 3.1 shows the

rough cumulative energy and cost of the value chain for virgin REPMs from mining to magnet

production. In this graph, one can group recycling processes regarding how many “steps back”

they take in the value chain to recover rare earth. The magnet-to-magnet approach is the most

efficient and loses the least energy and value. Recycled magnets bring in all the impurities from

scrap inputs and must be blended with other materials to create different magnet grades.

Introducing a decrepitation agent, generally, hydrogen can degrade the properties somewhat,

requiring small additions of unalloyed rare earth metals to recover properties similar to virgin

magnets. On the other end, solvent extraction and sulfuric acid baking recover a mixed rare

earth oxide which can be inserted into the separations process, recovering pure oxides which

can be made into any magnet alloy with properties indistinguishable from virgin magnets. But it

requires the most energy, as it must re-do the separation, reduction to metal, and alloy

production steps. Liquid metal leaching is between these two: it recovers a rare earth magnet

mischmetal, preserving the energy of metal reduction, but makes it difficult to tailor the REPM

alloy.

The magnet-to-magnet approach has recently seen commercial deployment, as Urban Mining

Company has set up operations in Texas. But a pure recycling industry will require one of the

other two to supply the unalloyed rare earth metals required for suitable properties.
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative energy and cost[19]–[22] of various stages of NdFeB magnet production, with

alloy production energy use, roughly estimated; “RE basis” indicates per kilogram of contained rare earth

metal.

3.3.1: Liquid Metal Leaching and Distillation

This liquid metal extraction process uses molten magnesium or other group IIA metals such as

Ca or Ba for rare earth magnet recycling. Previous studies have shown that this technology

extracts rare-earth alloys (Nd, Dy) from removed magnets at a temperature of 1273K and an

Mg/magnet ratio of 10[23]. The Nd and Dy extraction efficiencies were 100% and 60%,

respectively. Furthermore, adding Calcium suppressed the oxidation of Dy, thus increasing the
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extraction efficiency[24]. Using bismuth (Bi) instead of Mg can increase the Dy recovery above

90%, and using both Mg and Bi enables some separation of light and heavy rare earth[25].

3.4: Proposed Leaching and Distillation Process

The proposed process, as shown in Figure 3.2, is similar to the two-stage leaching using Mg and

Bi as described by Ott & McCallum[25] but with a new efficient distillation step called

Gravity-driven Multiple Effect Thermal System (G-METS) [26]. It consists of the following steps.

Figure 3.2: Process Flow Diagram

3.4.1 Crushing and Sorting

The magnet scrap is first processed to remove non-magnetic components, including nickel or

other coatings, for example, by preferential degradation[27]. If necessary, further ground to the

required particle size for the leaching operation.
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3.4.2: Leaching RE Metals into Molten Mg

Crushed magnets and magnesium are fed into a leaching vessel, and heated to the leaching

temperature, of 7000C to 10000C. Neodymium is soluble in liquid magnesium, but iron and

boron are relatively insoluble, and Mg-B compounds that form remain as solids. Various studies

have used Mg: magnet mass ratios from 1:1 to 10:1; this model considers a reference case of

10:1 and a best case of 5:1.

The diffusion coefficient of Nd in liquid Mg was measured at 4.61×10-8 ± 1.32 cm2/s at a leaching

temperature of 7000C. The coefficient was found to increase with leaching temperature to

8.98×10-8 ± 3.50×10-8 cm²/s at 800°C[28]. Here we assume a leaching temperature of 10000C,

and a time of 6 hours, following the work of Akahori et al.[23]. At that temperature, the Nd

recovery rate is close to 100%, and the Dy recovery rate is 60%.

3.4.3: Separating the Melt from Fe-B alloy Particles

After leaching, liquid Mg-RE and scrap particles are transported to the separation unit. The

more dense Fe-B alloy particles settle on the crucible bottom; thus, the Mg-Re solution can be

easily separated from the melt. A filtration or centrifugal separation unit completes the

separation of liquid Mg-RE from Fe-B alloy particles. We assume a small amount of Mg remains

with the Fe-B alloy particles. Due to the limited leaching recovery rate of heavy rare earth

elements such as dysprosium, this alloy particle stream contains a large fraction of those

elements from the scrap.
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3.4.4: G-METS and Vacuum Distillation of the Mg-RE Melt

The G-METS Mg distiller, as shown in Figure 3.3a, uses gravity to create a pressure difference

without moving parts. The weight of the column of liquid metal above it raises the pressure of

the evaporation chamber. Also, the pressure in the condenser below the evaporation chamber

is raised. Heat flows upwards from the main heater, and each condenser feeds heat to the

evaporator above it. In recycling, solid or liquid alloys are introduced into the top melter. The

melted Mg alloy flows at a controlled rate down into the top evaporator, where a portion of the

Mg alloy evaporates. The evaporated portion rises to the top condenser. It condenses while the

remaining Mg that does not evaporate here flows down through the liquid standpipe into the

next evaporator, where a portion of it evaporates, and so on. Each evaporator-condenser pair is

called an “effect.” Heat flows upward from effect to effect, from lower condensers to the

evaporators above them. Liquid Mg flows downward between evaporators from effect to effect.

Mg vapor flows upward within each effect from its evaporator into its condenser above it.

Standpipes control the height of liquid Mg alloy in each evaporator.

In contrast, as shown in Figure 3.3b, conventional Mg distillation is a slower batch process

producing solid metal in the condenser. Because of the pyrophoric nature of the high surface

area condensed Mg crown product, it must be completely cooled before opening the vacuum

vessel, resulting in a long cycle time (6-12 hours) and low process throughput.

This flow sheet uses both G-METS and conventional distillation. G-METS efficiently removes

most of the Mg from the rare earth metals, producing a liquid product with about 30 wt% RE.

Conventional distillation removes nearly all the remaining Mg, producing a product suitable for
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magnet production. It uses these two processes to separate the heavy rare earth product from

the second Bi-metal leaching agent.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of an (a) four-effect magnesium G-METS distiller, with a detailed view of a

single effect; (b)traditional distillation.

The Mg-Re melt is distilled to recover the Mg and RE separately, based on the difference in

vapor pressure. This proposed method distills this melt in two steps. The first uses the new

G-METS process for distilling most of the Mg. Studies have shown that this process can reduce

the energy required to distill magnesium by as much as 90% versus today’s batch distillation

process [26]. This process flows liquid Mg-RE alloy through a steel distiller, so the maximum rare

earth content is limited to 20-30 wt% to prevent steel corrosion. Thus, If the material comes in

with 90-97 wt% Mg, G-METS can efficiently remove 65-85% of the magnesium. The second step
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is less-efficient conventional vacuum distillation using Mg sublimation, leaving behind solid

metal almost entirely of rare earth. As a result, the rare earth extraction efficiency mainly

depended on the Mg: magnet ratio[23], [24], [28], [29].

3.4.5: Liquid Bismuth Leaching of Fe-B Particles

Leaching in liquid bismuth is used to recover more dysprosium from the Fe-B particle stream

after the magnesium leaching process, following[30]. This again selectively removes rare earth,

with low iron. But as with 85% target recovery of magnesium using G-METS, the target bismuth

recovery will be 80%, with the remainder recovered using traditional vacuum distillation.

3.5: Studies on the Techno-Economic Analysis of Rare Earth Recycling

Several studies have been conducted on various methodologies that may be utilized to analyze

and determine the viability of recycling rare earth metals in terms of cost and profit. A study on

the bioleaching of rare earth elements from waste materials showed that the primary unit

operations and other utilities and costs involved amounted to $3,030,000 in total annual cost.

The estimated payback period was one year, after which net cash flow would become positive.

A 44% internal rate of return was realized with a net present value of $5,780,000 and a discount

rate of 8%. The total revenue stream was $3,880,000, of which $116,000 was revenue received

from the REE sales, and the balance was from collecting spent FCC catalyst at a $200/ton tipping

fee. The annual profit from the plant was estimated at $855,000. The annual feedstock was

18,838 tons of FCC catalyst, or 10% of the FCC catalyst used in the United States[31].
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Cong et al. developed a cost model for recovering Rare earth permanent magnets from hard

disk drives. A linear programming method was proposed to determine the optimal disassembly

sequence for maximum recovered value. The sensitivity analysis performed on the unit revenue

from the dismantled HDD components and materials showed that an increase in unit revenue

or a decrease in unit purchase cost led to an increase in profit for the same amount. It also

showed that purchasing and dismantling were the major costs and that HDD recovery can be

profitable if purchasing cost is zero or negative[32].

An analysis was carried out for coal ash, a relatively abundant source of REE. According to the

Annual Coal Ash Production Report in 2016, the United States generates about 78 million tons

of fly ash annually with a high concentration of high-value elements like scandium and

neodymium. This research was focused on exploring the economic viability of REE extraction

from coal ash using supercritical extraction. The recovery method involved supercritical CO2 and

TBP (tributyl phosphate)-HNO3. Expenses and revenues were analyzed using combinatorial and

sensitivity analysis scenarios. Unlike sensitivity analysis, combinatorics considered multiple

process parameters that may change with development, like the reactor size, product yield, and

reagent consumption. Four cost and eight revenue scenarios were considered with different

combinations of reagent use, the concentration of REEs in coal ash, and scandium yield. It was

suggested that this method could be an economically viable method to extract REM based on

certain conditions, including a high concentration of high-value REE ash, a 1:20 molar ratio of

REE oxides to TBP reagent since TBP is expensive, and high use can diminish profitability and,

future prices set by ore based production. The concentration of REE was 934g per ton of coal

ash, valued at $557[33].
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Also, an analysis was carried out on the economic viability of rare earth elements extraction

from clay waste, which was obtained from producing phosphoric acid by processing mined

phosphate rock. A pyro-hydrometallurgical method was designed involving leaching,

precipitation, and calcination. A staged liquid-liquid extraction and stripping were also

performed before precipitation and calcination. The variables used in this analysis were the

overall REE phosphate conversion to REE oxides, individual equipment cost variable design, and

conversion of sellable byproducts. From this analysis, the recovery of rare earth from

phosphoric acid had a favorable economic potential. A net annual profit of $14.4 million was

realized. It was noted that a large portion of the profit was from the production of phosphoric

acid. Also, about 2% thorium and uranium were produced alongside - a 4,557kg/year

production, well above the required 5 kg/year[34].

Nguyen et al. studied the economic assessment for recycling critical metals from hard disk

drives using an electro-hydrometallurgical process involving acid dissolution followed by

precipitation. They also simulated the end-of-life HDD availability from 2017 to 2027. They

realized that a ramp-up in production in 2017 occurred at 61% capacity and reached its peak at

96% capacity from 2018 to 2020, after which it showed a gradual drop in recycling rate until

2027 at 78% capacity. They stated that for a recycling facility of 25,000 mt/year, adding REO

recovery to an e-waste base and precious metal recovery process was profitable only when it

was done simultaneously with the base and precious metal recovery. Earnings before Interest,

Tax, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA) was the economic measure since it reflected

operating rather than financial or accounting decisions. Adding REO recovery increased annual

EBITDA by 19%, an average of $4.1 million/year. Total revenue increased by 14.6%, given an REO
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price of $56/kg. varying the REO prices from $16.50/kg to $397.50/kg led to an average EBITDA

of $15-$76 million/year. Metal prices and feedstock prices were varied, and It was noted that

although the recovery process could use a free HDD feedstock, earnings dropped quickly once

the feedstock price approached $2/kg[15].

3.5.1: Techno-Economic Analysis of Proposed Method

This study focused on magnet scrap recycling from EoL NdFeB magnets to obtain RE alloy as a

precursor for magnet production.

A process flow diagram was developed to determine the economic feasibility of the magnesium

and bismuth leaching process. The techno-economic analysis was carried out using the ARPA-E

METALS tool techno-economic analysis spreadsheet v1.0 from the U.S. Department of Energy

[34]. A complete material and energy balance was developed and added to the ARPA-E METALS

tool. Information was pulled from these to determine the variable cost, including raw materials,

utilities, and miscellaneous materials. The mass balance contained 12 elements from the

magnet scrap and leaching metal. Various adjustable parameters such as Mg/scrap feed ratio,

Bi/Leaching vessel waste ratio, and Mg and Bi losses to waste streams were modeled to

determine their effects on the overall target recovery and energy use. Due to the high

uncertainty in scrap acquisition cost, which was omitted from this analysis, this cost can be

added separately. The streams and composition sheets in the ARPA-E METALS Tool calculated

the value flows for each input and output stream based on their compositions and verified the

perfect closure of the mass balance for all 12 elements. Various online vendors were used to
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determine the values for each compound/element, and their best and worst-case scenarios

were found.

The energy requirement for the leaching vessel was calculated based on the equation:

∑ṁ𝑐
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In this equation, is the mass flow rate of the scrap, is the mass flow rate of the Mgṁ
𝑠𝑐

ṁ
𝑀𝑔

refill, is the mass flow rate of the Mg recycled from the distillation operation. Moreover, , ṁ
𝑟

𝑐
𝑝𝑠𝑐

, and are the specific heat capacities of the scrap, magnesium, and Mg recycle,𝑐
𝑝𝑀𝑔 

𝑐
𝑝𝑟

respectively. is the room temperature at which the scrap will be fed into the leaching vessel,𝑇
0

is the weighted average temperature of Mg recycle exiting the G-METS and conventional𝑇
𝑟

distillation processes, and is the temperature of extraction of the leaching vessel. This was𝑇
𝑓
  

similarly used to obtain the energy required for the second leaching process with bismuth.

The ARPA-E METALs Tool was used to calculate the costs of utilities and inform best- and

worst-case scenarios based on the data for average electricity costs and emissions per kWh for

each state from the Energy Information Administration[35]. Estimating labor requirements was

based on the textbook by Peters, Timmerhaus, and West[36] using Figure 6-9 on operating labor

requirements in the chemical process industry. For a processing plant with an average condition

of batch operations and continuous remelting process of Mg, the full-time equivalent (FTE) was

obtained. This was based on an output rate of ~1460 kg/hr, which is the sum of the mass flow

rates out of the leaching vessels as shown in the material balance, and used correlations for

multiple small units or altogether batch operations for 100% traditional distillation and average

conditions for the cases with mostly G-METS separation. The principal processing steps were
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crushing, heat transfer, reaction, and distillation. Without G-METS (assuming only traditional

distillation), the operating labor was estimated as having complete batch operations, thus

requiring more employee hours per day. This resulted in an estimate of 60 employee hours/day

and 12 FTEs, for this case. With G-METS, the estimate is 40 employee hours/day and 8 FTEs.

These were used as best-case labor values, 1.5 and 2 times those for reference and worst-case

labor values, respectively.

Other labor requirements, such as supervision, laboratory costs, and plant overhead, were

estimated as a percentage of the operating labor. Maintenance, insurance, and royalties were

estimated as a percentage of fixed capital investment. Indirect costs, such as research and

development, distribution, marketing, and other administrative costs, were estimated as a

percentage of the sum of the fixed and variable costs. Sensitivity analysis was carried out for the

best-case, reference, and worst-case scenarios, and these percentages were varied according to

the ranges shown in Table 3.1. The cost implications of integrating the G-METS were studied.

This is considered an increase in the full-time equivalent because of an increase in the

employee hours because of complete traditional distillation.
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Table 3.1: Assumptions used to determine the cost calculations for the best, reference, and worst-case

scenarios. FTE is full-time equivalent, FCI fixed capital investment, VC variable, and FC fixed costs.

Best Case Reference case Worst case

Mg/magnet ratio 5:1 10:1 10:1

Mg metal $3000 per ton $3000 per ton $7000 per ton

Bi-metal $7000 per ton $7000 per ton $14000 per ton

Electricity 0.06 per kWh 0.09 per kWh 0.18 per kWh

Operating labor 8FTEs 12FTEs 16 FTEs

Other labor 75% OL 85% OL 90% OL

Maintenance 2% FCI 7.5% FCI 10% FCI

Indirect cost 10% of VC and FC 15% of VC and FC 25% of VC and FC

Insurance 1% FCI 1% FCI 1% FCI

Royalties 1% FCI 1% FCI 1% FCI

3.6: Model Results

Figure 3.4 shows the proportions of each material flow compared to the product flow as

calculated in the spreadsheet (supplementary material attached). Thus, for a plant with a target

of 205 metric tons of RE alloy per year and an additional 11 tons of Dy metal, about 745 metric

tons of scrap feed, ~149 metric tons of Mg, and 104 tons of bismuth will be required.

Magnesium and bismuth are recycled after distillation.

The raw material costs can be calculated based on these flows as shown in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Material balance flow ratios for Mg/Bi leaching and distillation process, mass flow rates in

parentheses are ratios to the main product output stream.

Table 3.2: Raw materials, flow rates, and values assuming a 205 ton/a RE Alloy recovery and an

additional 11 ton/annum of Dy metal(using Bismuth) with an 85% plant capacity factor.

Streams Flow rate (kg/hr) Cost (USD/kg) Annual cost (USD)

Scrap feed 100 - -

Mg feed 20.05 3 447,866

Bi feed 13.93 7 726,000

Total 133.98 10 1,173,866
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The energy requirement for the process can be seen in Figure 3.5, with a total energy usage of

64.28 kWh/kg of RE (mixed rare earth metals obtained). These are given for an Mg/scrap feed

mass ratio and Bi/waste mass ratio of 10:1. This increases to 248.1 kWh/kg without G-METs. A

decrease in these ratios will lead to an overall decrease in the energy used by the equipment.

Figure 3.5: Energy requirement of various equipment for the Mg/Bi leaching process with and without

G-METS distillation.

The energy consumption for the first G-METS distiller was estimated to be 15.3 kWh/kg of RE

product and 6.58 kWh/kg of Dy metal based on the thermal model described in the G-METS

distillation patent application[37]. This is estimated for 85% Mg distillation and 80% Bi
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distillation, respectively. For the conventional distillation and the rotary evaporation, the energy

usage was estimated at 25.36 kWh/kg of RE product and 15.75 kWh/kg of Dy, respectively,

based on the fraction of Mg and Bi distilled.

Also, assuming a best- and worst-case energy cost of $0.06/kWh and $18/kWh, the annual

electricity consumption is expected to be $900,993 and $2,702,980, respectively.

Table 3.3: Cost of utilities, Total annual cost, and cost of RE/Dy per kg with and without G-METs for Best,

Reference, and Worst-case scenarios

With G-METS Without G-METS

Cost of

Utilities

Total Annual

cost

Cost per kg

of RE alloy

plus Dy

metal

Cost of

Utilities

Total Annual

cost

Cost per kg

of RE alloy

plus Dy

metal

Best case $586,996 $ 4,817,432 $ 22.32 $ 1,511814 $ 7,408,612 $ 34.32

Reference

case

$ 1,148,766 $ 8,045,319 $37.27 $ 3,505,969 $ 13,365,268 $ 61.91

Worst case $ 2,747,656 $ 14,062,271 $ 65.14 $ 8,294,015 $ 24,878,820 $ 115.25
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Figure 3.6: Three annual operating cost stack scenarios for a 205ton/a RE alloy recovery and further 11

t/a of Dy(using bismuth) with and without G-METS distillation.

3.7: Discussion

The operating cost estimated here covers the flow sheet from scrap magnet powder input to

rare earth magnet mischmetal output and does not include the cost of acquiring magnets or the

cost of mechanical separation from the coating and other materials. Prices for NdPr and DyFe

alloys for magnets have been around ~$120/kg and $410/kg, respectively[38], implying high

operating margins for all but the non-G-METS worst-case above. But these are relatively high;

for example, in December 2020, they were around $60-65/kg and $300-350/kg, respectively

[38], so reversion to historical average prices could strongly affect operating margins. Rare

earth prices are generally given FOB China on the Shanghai exchange. In contrast, these

recycling operations could be closer to Western customers and free from supply risk concerns

so that the products may command higher prices. It is currently assumed that Fe and B and

coatings do not have any value, but future work could look for a way to separate them and sell

the resulting metals. Based on how much rare earth metal is consumed in the United States,
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which is ~500 tons/yr [39], this recycling process operating margin can meet 40% of the US rare

earth metal needs. The final conventional distillation step will have to be designed in such a way

as to distill the remaining Mg from the Mg-Nd alloy to meet NdFeB magnet specifications.

Capital cost was not discussed here, as there is currently limited information on some processes

involved. The G-METS distiller is new/custom, and much remains to be invented, so it is difficult

to give a quote on a drawing yet to determine the capital cost. Although, it should differ

considerably for the G-METs and non-G-METS cases due to the batch nature and long cycle time

of conventional vacuum distillation, as opposed to the high-throughput continuous G-METS.

The introduction of the G-METS system has the potential to reduce the energy required and,

thus, the cost of utilities for the process by 67% for the reference case, as shown in Table 3.3.

This reduces the total annual and production costs by 40% compared to traditional distillation.

This cost can be minimized further by reducing the Mg/scrap ratio, as observed by adjusting the

material balance spreadsheet on the ARPA-E METAL Tool. Figure 3.6 shows three annual

operating cost stack scenarios for an RE magnesium/bismuth leaching plant. The utility cost is

14% of the total annual cost, while raw materials, including the cost of magnesium and bismuth

metal, are ~15%. The bulk of the cost is seen in the operating and other labor, i.e., the

laboratory costs, plant overheads, and supervision which amount to 56% of the total annual

cost.

Given the high labor fraction in the overall operating costs, a note on process automation is

warranted. Much of the labor is required for material handling between unit operations; the

operations should not require significant labor inputs. It may be possible to automate some of

the material hand-offs from magnet crushing, to liquid metal leaching, to centrifugal separation.
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But feeding scrap into the crushing operation, product recovery from the separation and

G-METS operations, and feeding and safe product recovery from conventional distillation will be

hard to automate. The relatively low production volume of this overall process at this scale

would also likely make custom automation solutions require a long time to pay back labor

savings.

Meanwhile, Peters, Timmerhaus, and West [36] show a meager labor input scaling exponent of

0.2-0.25, such that a factor of 16-32 increase in scale results in only a doubling of labor. This

reflects both automation and larger equipment sizing. The scale of roughly 200 tons/year of rare

earth metal production from recycled streams would likely increase considerably. For example,

2020 US sales of 760,000 electric vehicles, and 1 GW/year of wind turbine deployment with rare

earth permanent magnet generators, would result in roughly 760 t/and 600 t/a of contained

rare earths in magnet scrap, respectively--a total five-fold increase in scrap availability--when

they reach end-of-life in 2030-2040.

3.8: Conclusion

Techno-Economic Analysis of recovering REEs from NdFeB scrap using a novel G-METS

distillation system was performed for a magnesium and bismuth leaching process. The G-METS

system can reduce the energy consumption of the overall process to 64 kWh/kg, which is about

30% less than metal production from ore, and 61-67% less than the process using conventional

distillation. The processing cost is also lowered from 34-115/kg for the best-case and worst-case

scenarios without G-METS distillation to 22-65$/kg with it. The largest operating cost factor is
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labor, whose cost per kg of the product would likely decline with increasing scale. These costs

compare with today’s NdPr metal prices of $100-120/kg, which would make operating margins

much larger with G-METS than without it. Therefore, the G-METS distillation process can be

considered a potential enabling technology for liquid metal leaching and distillation.
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Chapter 4

A Commercialization Study of Rare Earth Magnet Scrap
Recycling

4.1: Introduction

Rare earth magnets are essential for producing many high-tech devices, including smartphones,

EVs, wind turbines, and medical equipment. The global demand for rare earth magnets has

rapidly increased in recent years, with a compound annual growth rate of 7.1% expected

between 2022 and 2027. The increased use of green technology and the rising demand for

electronic gadgets drives this expansion[1]. Primary production of rare earth magnets, which

initially involves mining, has substantial environmental and social impacts, such as land

degradation, environmental pollution, and supply risk. Recycling rare earth magnets from

end-of-life goods can mitigate these consequences while conserving resources and creating

economic value[2].

This study was part of the National Science Foundation Innovation Corps (NSF I-Corps) program,

designed to encourage and support science and engineering research commercialization. The

program provides funding and resources to help teams of scientists, engineers, and business

experts validate their ideas and transition them into successful startups. It provides a significant

opportunity for companies to investigate potential markets, identify consumer requirements

and preferences and facilitate more robust commercialization initiatives. Customer discovery
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helps evaluate the assumptions about the market and refine the product-market fit. Teams of

researchers, entrepreneurs, and business experts work together to validate or invalidate the

commercial potential of their idea or concept[3]. This study assessed the feasibility of

commercializing a new technology for recycling rare earth magnets. The analysis considered

several factors that can impact the commercial success of rare earth magnet recycling, such as

competition, potential collaborators, and the availability of recycling materials. The study

presents a preliminary business model canvas that outlines the structure of a typical rare earth

magnet recycling facility. This knowledge can provide insights into the market conditions for rare

earths and help potential start-ups or companies make informed decisions about

commercialization, investment, production, and marketing strategies. Policymakers can

understand the market dynamics and make sound judgments about regulations and policies

that affect the rare earths industry.

4.2: Methodology

This study was funded by the NSF as part of the NSF I-Corps. A team comprising an

entrepreneurial lead, co-entrepreneurial lead, technical lead, and industry mentor was set up to

conduct stakeholder interviews[4]. Over 130 stakeholder interviews were completed with

individuals from rare earth magnet companies, rare earth magnet recycling companies, National

laboratories, metal alloy companies, and metal recycling companies, as shown in Table 4.1.

Stakeholders from end-user companies, especially rare earth magnet-cutting companies and

electronics manufacturers, were also interviewed to assess scrap magnet availability for

recycling. Interviewees were identified from contacts on LinkedIn, warm referrals, and several
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conferences, exhibitions, and trade shows. Interviews were conducted via video conferencing

sessions and in person during company site visits and conference attendance. Several questions

were asked based on the hypotheses formulated in the sections of the business model canvas,

especially the value propositions and customer segment. Examples of questions asked include:

● What is feasible regarding feedstock, scale, timing, composition, marketing, and

customers of a rare earth magnet recycling facility?

● Can magnet misch metal of NdPrDy be used in magnet production?

● What are you looking for in prospective partners?

● What is being done with the available swarf and discarded magnets in magnet-cutting

companies?

● What are the challenges in setting up a rare earth magnet recycling plant in the United

States?

● What scrap feedstock is available for rare earth magnet recycling?

● What factors should a rare earth recycling company consider in scaling up?

● What are the risks in starting up a rare earth magnet recycling company in the United

States?

A saturation point was reached during the interviewing stage as most interviews conducted

halfway through began reinforcing specific themes like feedstock availability, incentivizing rare

earth magnet recycling, the importance of partnerships, awareness of scrap collections, and the

stage-gate approach. The information obtained from the interviews and studies about the rare

earth industry and market were used to refine the business model canvas to develop a structure

for a typical rare earth magnet recycling facility.
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Table 4.1: Stakeholders Count

S/No Stakeholders Number
Interviewed

1. Customers 20

2. Suppliers 15

3. Outside Experts 45

4. Government 53

Total 133

4.2: Rare Earths Market Study

Mining is still the primary source of rare earth metals today. Because recycling technology is still

in its early stages, only a minimal amount of material is collected. Fewer than 5% of

post-consumer rare earth magnets are recycled, and less than 1% of new demand is met by

recycling, although it has been projected that recycling could account for 25% of the rare earth

market in ten years[5]. Understanding various factors influencing the viability of rare earth

magnet recycling is essential.

4.2.1: Competition

Although there are little to no recycling of rare earth magnet being carried out in the United

States on a commercial scale, several start-up companies continue to spring up from research

innovations in tertiary institutions and National Laboratories. This can, in the future, create

competition among rare earth magnet recycling companies. MP Materials, the only rare earth
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mine in the United States, mines rare earth ores and is looking to commence the production of

rare earth magnets in the coming years by developing a fully integrated source of separated

rare earth oxides, particularly neodymium-praseodymium. This lays the groundwork for MP to

become a downstream magnet manufacturer by 2025[6]. MP accounts for nearly 15% of

worldwide rare earth mine production, the most significant of any non-Chinese rare earth firm.

Despite controlling the mine, MP must ship products to China for processing[7]. As a result, the

total lead time from extraction to the finished product could take several weeks. Although MP

Materials is looking to start separation processes in the U.S. for mostly light metals, heavy

metals are more valuable and essential for many magnet types.

Another company, Noveon Magnetics, formerly Urban Mining, is unique because it does not

mine or work with virgin raw materials. Instead, it concentrates on using recycling to create

high-quality, long-lasting magnets. They claim to be the only producers of rare earth magnets in

the United States [8]. Noveon utilizes a variety of material streams and end-of-life channels to

purchase scrap material at a reasonable price for its customers. This company also claims to

have reduced CO2 emissions by 11 tons for every ton of magnet produced, as well as techniques

that are more than 90% more energy efficient than traditional production. However, Noveon

faces increasing material prices, as many suppliers charge higher fees than in previous years, as

growing clean technologies increase demand for rare earth. Noveon also must add a small

amount of rare earth metal to achieve the properties specified by customers. Thus while

Noveon may be considered a competitor, it may also be viewed as a prospective partner, which

could potentially sell them rare earth metals [9],[10].
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TdVib is a competitor with a similar strategy to this proposed technology for recycling rare earth

magnet scrap. But unlike the proposed technology that requires a cycle of leaching and

distillation, TdVib, has the benefit of not requiring coating removal, employing a water-soluble

method to dissolve the magnets rather than acid-based, thus enabling an environmentally

friendly process compared to other methods. It does not involve heating the scrap materials to

high temperatures. Furthermore, their capacity to scale has increased their energy efficiency

from 70% to 90%. They are projected to generate 3 - 5 tons of rare earth metals in less than two

years[11], [12].

Phoenix Tailings has also developed a method for recovering rare earth metals from mining

waste by "separating REOs through selective halogenation and reducing them with mixed halide

salts"[1001]. While this proposed technology looks to source magnet scraps from discarded

magnets, End-of-life (EOL) devices, and swarfs, the latter recover rare earth metals from mine

tailings. They have reported recoveries of neodymium(Nd), dysprosium(Dy), and

ferro-dysprosium(Dy-Fe) alloy[13]. Phoenix Tailings is potentially the only direct competitor to

such a recycling facility, although they differ in their feedstock source.

4.2.2: Key Partners

Establishing solid relationships with potential suppliers is vital to commercializing this

technology. It is critical to engage with firms such as vehicle scrap recyclers, electronics

manufacturers, and magnet producers to obtain feedstock for recycling. For example, scrap

yards or metal recycling firms might arrange monthly contracts with manufacturers to sell them

a specific amount of metal scrap. Depending on the metal recycler, several cost structures exist
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for feedstock supply, such as scrap purchase, ranging from $0.05 to $2.00 per pound[14]. Also,

charging tipping fees, i.e., fees companies pay to have their scrap metal or discarded mechanical

components disposed of by an external party. Lastly, the collection of scrap metals can be done

for free based on the nature of the agreement established with the recycler.

4.2.3: Context Analysis

The following two decades are poised to be the most suitable time to explore new recycling

technologies. Countries across the globe are making concerted efforts to significantly reduce

their carbon emissions, with a significant number setting ambitious targets for achieving carbon

neutrality within a specific timeframe. Alongside these efforts, various industries have

undergone numerous legislative changes. For example, the United States recently enacted the

Inflation Reduction Act of 2022, which represents the country's largest-ever climate investment

and is expected to reduce emissions by approximately 40% by 2030. Looking further ahead, the

European Union has enshrined the European Green Deal in its Climate Law, which mandates

that all EU member nations must achieve carbon neutrality by 2050[15]. The drive to reduce

emissions has generated significant interest in minimizing the need for mining critical mineral

resources. Finding sustainable ways to provide rare earth metals (REM) to the constantly

expanding manufacturing industry is a worthwhile endeavor. This interest is not limited to

policymakers but is also deeply ingrained in the cultures of these nations, which have taken

substantial steps to encourage consumer recycling and reuse of household items. For example,

California has introduced a fee for each plastic bag used at grocery stores[16], while New Jersey

has banned their use entirely[17]. As evidenced by these measures, both governmental
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regulations and societal pressure are in line with the mission of the proposed recycling

technology.

4.2.4: Addressable Markets

The market the rare earth recycling plant would be approaching is a two-sided market

comprising the feedstock as well as target customers. The feedstock supply could be challenging

as most devices like EVs and wind turbines are yet to reach their end of life. Thus, it will be

important to approach commercialization through stage gates [18], looking out for early

adopters, starting with places like data centers for hard disk drives. The target customers can be

understood in terms of the total addressable, serviceable addressable, and serviceable

obtainable markets.

Total Addressable Market (TAM)

This describes the largest market size for rare earth metal, i.e., the global rare earth element

market, valued at $2,607.4 million in 2020, as shown in Figure 4.1. By 2028, this market is

expected to grow to $5,520.2 million. The Asia-Pacific region accounts for a sizable portion of

this industry, accounting for up to 78% of the total. The global demand for rare earth metals is

expected to increase significantly in the coming years due to the rapid growth of technologies

such as EVs, wind turbines, and advanced electronics. For example, the demand for

neodymium, a rare earth metal used in making magnets for electric vehicles, is expected to

grow at a CAGR of over 7% between 2020 and 2025[19].
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Serviceable Addressable Market (SAM)

The SAM describes the most significant market that could be reached right now, which

considers the rare earth metal market in the United States. Being a significant consumer of

various applications that use rare earth magnets and having a strong military base, the United

States has an estimated market share of $1.4B. In 2019, the United States produced

approximately 26,000 metric tons of rare earth elements, according to the US Geological Survey.

While this is a significant increase from previous years, it is still a relatively small amount

compared to global production. To meet the growing demand for rare earth metals, the US has

invested in developing new production capabilities, including mining projects in California and

Wyoming. The US rare earth metal market will continue to see a substantial growth impact if

other technologies, such as offshore wind projects, begin to gain approval through legislative

processes [20].

Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)

SOM refers to the market that can be reached using the recycling technology's current

resources, strategies, and capabilities. Given the amount of feedstock available for recycling,

this can be estimated at 1% of the total addressable market. Although several competitors are

soon entering the rare earth materials recycling market, this is a new field of study; thus, the

entire United States and global rare earth metal market is arguably available[21].
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Figure 4.1: TAM/SAM/SOM for Rare Earth Metal Market

4.3: Feedstock Availability

The quantity and stability of rare earth magnets available for recycling are crucial to the

economic and commercial viability of a rare earth recycling facility, as reinforced by most of the

interviews conducted. EOL devices that include rare earth magnets, such as hard disk drives,

speakers, and motors, are one possible source of feedstock for rare earth magnet recycling.

First-generation Prius and Chevy volts are beginning to show up now as EOL devices after over a

10-year lifespan. Manufacturing scrap, which includes broken or out-of-spec magnets created

during production, is another potential source. Government laws and incentives, market

demand for recycled magnets, and alternative materials can all impact feedstock availability for

rare earth magnet recycling. Low feedstock for recycling will remain a drawback until most of

these applications, like electric vehicles and wind turbines, reach their end of life[22], [23]. Also,
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30% of waste magnets or swarfs are generated during magnet production—hard disk drives

(HDD), mainly in data centers. A study reported that REEs obtained from U.S. HDD alone could

meet up to 5.2% of global NdFeB magnet demand. A forecast of rare earth magnet scrap

availability for recycling was based on the lifespan and quantity of rare earth permanent

magnets in consumer electronics. This was estimated to be ~36,000 metric tons of NdFeB by

2026. This will continue to increase in the coming years, considering other EOL products that

will be retired[24], [25].

4.3.1: Magnet-cutting Companies in the United States

There are minimal or no production capacity for NdFeB magnets in the United States. However,

several original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) that use NdFeB magnets can import them

directly or indirectly through a supply chain. Also, several companies, including manufacturers,

distributors, and wholesalers, import NdFeB magnets into the U.S. However, several companies

like Noveon Magnetics and MP Materials are in the developmental stage with full-blown

commercialization operations estimated to be in 2 to 3 years from now[6], [7].

A few examples of these companies include:

● BJA Magnetics - BJA Magnetics is a supplier of NdFeB magnets offering custom-designed

magnets and magnetic assemblies based in Massachusetts[26]

● Arnold Magnetics Technologies– Arnold Magnetic Technologies is a leading

manufacturer of high-performance magnets and magnetic assemblies, including NdFeB

magnets. The company has manufacturing facilities in Rochester, New York, and

Marietta, Ohio[27]
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● CMS Magnetics is a supplier of magnets, including NdFeB magnets, based in Texas[28].

● Adams Magnetic Products is a family-owned business that produces a wide range of

magnetic products, including NdFeB magnets, at its facility in Elmhurst, Illinois[29].

● Alliance LLC manufactures magnetic materials and components, including NdFeB

magnets, at its facility in Valparaiso, Indiana[30].

● Dura Magnetics manufactures and distributes magnetic products, including NdFeB

magnets, based in Ohio[31].

● K&J Magnetics is a supplier of magnets, including NdFeB magnets, based in

Pennsylvania[32].

● Viona Magnetics is a distributor of NdFeB magnets based in California[33].

● Bunting Magnetics Co. produces a range of magnetic equipment and components,

including NdFeB magnets, at its facilities in Newton, Kansas, and Elk Grove Village,

Illinois[34].

4.3.2: Post-Consumer Scrap Magnets

Post-consumer magnets introduce their own collection challenges. With a few exceptions, the

collection of post-consumer goods with magnets is not a mature industry, though exceptions

include the motor vehicle and white goods markets. It is also possible to collect hard disk drives

from data centers, though the quantity and value of magnet material are relatively low: 6-10 g

magnets with 2-3grams rare earths are worth just 24-36¢ per hard drive (based on $120/kg for

NdPr). It is possible to automate magnet physical separation from hard disks [35],[36].
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Most products require physical separation of the magnets from the products, whether from

small hard disk motors or larger vehicle traction motors. And some vehicle motors, such as

Tesla’s, have laminated magnets, including adhesives.

For motor vehicles and white goods (large steel consumer products such as refrigerators,

washers/dryers, etc.), there is a mature collection system with the following components and

streams:

● Dismantlers take end-of-life vehicles and some white goods and remove components

which they can sell to body shops, such as headlights, interior trim components, and

possibly catalytic converters, as well as those which are dangerous to the downstream

processes, such as airbags, tires, gasoline tanks, and batteries. They often flatten the

remaining vehicle bodies to facilitate shipping.

● Shredder companies use large hammer mills to tear vehicle bodies into pieces no larger

than 10 cm. Magnetic separation creates a high-quality ferrous metals stream, and eddy

current separation a non-ferrous metals stream. The remaining Auto Shredder Residue

(ASR) is mainly sent to landfills.

● “Meatballs” are in a stream rejected by the hammer mill as too ductile for the physical

breakdown; this often includes electric motor components with rare earth magnets.

Rare earth magnets would be dilute and hard to separate from in the ferrous, non-ferrous, or

ASR streams but might have concentration worth noting in the “meatballs” stream. The critical

question is: Would rare earth's value in traction and other motors provide sufficient incentive to

remove them from the vehicle? A typical vehicle traction motor has 0.5-1 kg NdPr, worth about

$60-120 at the end of the recycling process, but a much smaller amount before magnet
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separation. Given the high value of metals such as cobalt, nickel, and lithium in electric vehicle

batteries, dismantlers have a solid incentive to remove and sell them; this may also be feasible

for rare earth magnets in the traction of other motors in the vehicle. White goods may or may

not meet this threshold of sufficient scrap metal value for motor removal.

Since HDDs have security issues associated with them, most are shredded. However, a company

in Texas, Reconext, has developed a unique method of wiping the information from the drives

and sending it out to magnet suppliers, thus eliminating the shredding step and allowing for just

punching out magnets, producing higher content feedstock[37].

4.4: Business Model Canvas (BMC)

As part of the NSF I-Corps program, creating a business model canvas (BMC), as shown in Figure

4.2, was necessary to lay down the content of doing business, especially in describing the value

propositions and customer segment [38].
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Figure 4.2: Business Model Canvas

The workflow for the recycling company, as shown in Figure 4.3, will initiate from feedstock

supplied by the primary production of rare earth magnets. The company will interface with key

partners like reverse logistics agencies, influencers, and the customer segment. The reverse

logistics agencies are paramount for the supply of scrap materials for recycling from EOL devices

like electronic devices, EVs, and other applications. Some players in this field include electronic

recycling companies and automotive scrap recyclers who can supply scrap magnets for

recycling. Influencers will comprise several government agencies responsible for regulating

electronic waste management and promoting sustainable materials management practices.

They may also be interested in partnering with rare earth metal recycling companies to support
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their sustainability goals and compliance requirements. Such agencies include the Department

of Defense, the Department of Energy, and various National Laboratories.

Figure 4.3: Workflow of a Typical REM Recycling Company

4.4.1: Value Propositions

Establishing a REM recycling company, especially in the United States, with the novel low-cost

distillation technology can offer a variety of benefits to customers, such as

I. Reduced cost of materials: recycling rare earth magnets can be a cost-effective alternative to

purchasing new magnets. According to a techno-economic analysis carried out on the low-cost

distillation technology, the energy reduction, which is ~70% compared to conventional

distillation and ~30% compared to primary production, can lead to a reduction in operating cost

and successively lower the cost of recycled rare earth metal[39], [40].
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II. Reduced dependence on foreign sources: Recycled rare earth magnets can help customers

reduce their reliance on these critical materials' foreign sources. This can increase supply chain

security, lower the likelihood of supply interruptions and reduce shipping lead time[41]–[44].

III. Environmental sustainability: Several companies have launched their campaigns and

demonstrated a commitment to sustainability by pledging to use recycled rare earth magnets in

their devices. For example, in 2020, Apple established a mandate to become carbon neutral by

2030 and, as part of this goal, pledged to use 100% recycled rare earth metals in its devices[45],

[46]. Dell has announced its commitment to manufacturing more than half of its products using

recycled or renewable materials by 2030. It will use 100 million pounds of recycled materials in

its devices, including recycled rare earth metals[47], [48]. BMW has mentioned its efforts to

partner with recyclers to increase the number of recycled materials in its products[49].

Thus, customers prioritizing environmental responsibilities can demonstrate their commitment

to using recycled rare earth magnets.

4.4.2: Customer Segments

Rare earth magnet-producing companies like Hitachi Metals, Shin-Etsu, Vacuumschmelze, and

Noveon Magnetics will be a significant customer segment for recycled rare earth metals.

Although Noveon is the only rare earth magnet-producing company in the United States, this is

expected to improve as MP Magnetics begins operation and other companies spring up with

new processing technologies coming to the limelight. Also, companies that recycle rare earth

magnet scrap using the magnet-magnet process will still require the addition of rare earth metal

to avoid downgrading the magnetic properties.
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Metal alloy companies are also target markets as they use rare earth metals to manufacture

alloys, e.g., magnesium-rare earth (Mg-RE) alloys. Several studies have evaluated substituting

traditional Mg-based alloys with Mg-RE. These studies have shown that Mg-RE alloys have

considerably enhanced characteristics such as improved hardenability, strength, thermal

properties, corrosion resistance, and biocompatibility[50]–[56].

4.4.3 Revenue Streams and Channels

Revenue can be obtained through sales of recycled rare earth metals to customers, as shown in

Figure 4.3, representing 80% - 90% of the total revenues. This can be by selling rare earth metals

to magnet companies or magnesium-rare earth alloys to metal alloy companies. A

techno-economic analysis of the novel low-cost distillation technology[39],[40] has shown that

recycled rare earth metal can cost 30% less than the current price for the rare earth metal sold

today at $120/kg[57]. Also, tipping fees are an essential revenue source for waste disposal

facilities. They can help cover the costs of operating and maintaining the facility and comply

with environmental regulations[58]. In this case, the recycling company can directly liaise with

the company disposing of such wastes like discarded magnets and RE-containing EOL devices.

Technology licensing could be another stream of income whereby the recycling company can

profit from allowing other companies to use their patented technology. However, this will

require a certain level of financial and operational maturity.
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Figure 4.4: Revenue Streams

Recycled products can be sold through various outlets, such as brokers or distributors, and

directly to customers through the business-to-business channel. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4,

where examples of these channels are listed.

Figure 4.5: Distribution Channels
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4.5: Conclusion

This study has shown that the commercial viability of rare earth magnet scrap recycling depends

on a consistent supply of high-quality scrap material, the demand for rare earth magnets, and

the cost of virgin rare earth metals from primary production. Recycling feedstock can originate

from different sources. These sources include swarfs, discarded magnets from companies that

cut magnets, and post-consumer magnets such as "meatball" streams from recycling motor

vehicles and white goods. Additionally, hard disk drives (HDDs) no longer used in data centers

can be recycled. Recycling rare earth magnet scrap may be more cost-effective in some

scenarios than mining, mainly if rare earth metals are expensive. Also, several challenges to

overcome would include raising awareness on the collection of rare earth magnet scrap just like

is being done for plastics, setting recycling-friendly legislations, and incentivizing the recycling of

rare earths which could be done by paying a premium to offset the cost. The Department of

Defense can particularly do this as they started setting requirements for domestically sourced

REEs. Establishing partnerships with certain agencies like national laboratories and reverse

logistics for scrap collection will also be important. The availability of a stable feedstock supply is

expected to improve in the coming years as the automotive industry transitions to clean energy

technologies, increasing the demand for rare earth magnets. Rare earth magnet scrap recycling

is becoming increasingly economical and appealing for companies trying to decrease their

environmental impact and enhance their sustainability due to increased demand for sustainable

materials and the development of more effective recycling processes. Recycling rare earth

magnet scrap can mitigate the supply risk issues and criticality of various metals to commercial

applications and national security.
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Chapter 5

Liquid Metal Leaching and G-METS Distillation of Rare
Earth Magnets: Experimental Investigation and

Reduced-Order Model

5.1: Introduction

Rare earth magnet recycling is gaining traction due to the criticality of these metals and the

supply risk they pose, as their mining and processing are limited to a few countries. Several

research studies have explored recycling methods for rare earth magnet scraps, including

solvent extraction[1]–[11], hydrogen decrepitation[12]–[26], and bioleaching[27]–[33]. Solvent

extraction involves the selective separation and recovery of rare earth metals from scrap

magnets using suitable solvents. The rare earth is recovered in its oxide form and would require

further reduction to obtain rare earth metal that can be used for magnet production. Hydrogen

decrepitation is a magnet-to-magnet approach that still requires the addition of pure rare earth

metals to avoid downgrading the final product. Liquid metal leaching and distillation is a

potential method to obtain pure rare earth metal that can serve as a precursor for magnet

production[34]–[38]. This liquid metal extraction process uses molten magnesium or other

group IIA metals such as Ca or Ba for rare-earth magnet recycling [37],[39]. These extracting

agents were identified based on the reaction mechanism, behavior of the RE elements,

extraction efficiencies, and formation of intermetallic compounds during the leaching process.
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Among several metals, including magnesium (Mg), silver (Ag), copper (Cu), and bismuth (Bi), to

be used as extracting agents, Mg stood out for several reasons- its strong affinity for Nd, it

hardly reacts with iron, it has a relatively low melting point of 6490C. It shows high vapor

pressure of over 8000C; thus, it can be easily distilled and transported throughout the gas

phase[39].

Previous studies have shown that the liquid metal extraction technology best extracts

rare-earth elements (Nd, Dy) from scrap magnets at a temperature of 10000C and an

Mg/magnet ratio of 10. Nd and Dy extraction yields of 100% and 60%, respectively.

Furthermore, adding calcium suppressed the oxidation of Dy, thus increasing the extraction

efficiency[37],[38]. Using bismuth (Bi) instead of Mg can increase the Dy recovery above 90%,

and using both Mg and Bi enables some separation of light and heavy rare earth [34]. After

leaching, the molten Mg-RE alloy is distilled to recover the rare earth metal. Conventional

vacuum distillation (CVD) and vapor compression distillation (VCD) are state-of-the-art

distillation processes. CVD is a slow batch process that produces solid metal in the condenser.

The Mg must be completely cooled before opening the vacuum vessel because of the

pyrophoric nature of the high surface-area condensed Mg crown product. This results in a long

cycle time (6-12h) and a low process throughput thus, the potential of scaling up this process

flow to a commercially viable venture is far-fetched. VCD uses mechanical compressors or

pumps to generate the compression that increases the pressure of magnesium vapor between

an evaporator/condenser heat exchanger. The higher pressure of the condenser side allows the

magnesium vapor to condense, transferring the heat of condensation to the evaporator side,

thus providing the energy to evaporate the magnesium vapor.
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This study focussed on assessing the potential of integrating a novel low-cost distillation

technology into the liquid metal leaching and distillation recycling process. The low-cost

distillation technology is called gravity-driven multiple effects thermal system (G-METS)

distillation, discussed in detail in section 5.2. One advantage of the G-METS over the VCD

process is the absence of added inert gasses. Modeling reveals that non-magnesium vapors

significantly degrade condensing efficacy, and improvement in Batch METS performance with

effective removal of contaminant gasses seems to agree with these modeling results. Running

under a vacuum should significantly improve condenser performance[40].

The suitability of magnesium as a leaching agent was assessed, and the effect of the rare earth

magnet scrap particle size and coatings were analyzed. Distillation experiments were carried

out. The reduced order model was developed using a three-effect scenario to obtain the

temperature and production rates for magnesium-neodymium alloy distillation in the G-METS.

5.2 Gravity-Driven Multiple Effects Thermal System (G-METS) Distillation

Multiple-effect distillations is a highly efficient method that reuses condensation energy for

evaporation, i.e., the heat released during condensation provides much of the heat required for

evaporation. This is obtained by running the condenser at a higher pressure than the

evaporator, resulting in a higher boiling point and heat flowing from the higher-temperature

condenser to the lower-temperature evaporator. This pressure difference is created by gravity

as the liquid alloy to be distilled flows at a controlled rate down into the distiller effects of

evaporators and condensers. This occurs when the distillation system operates at low pressure

(i.e., under vacuum). As illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the metal alloy, e.g., magnesium-rare
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earth alloy, flows into the top evaporator, where a portion of the magnesium evaporates. The

evaporated portion rises to the top condenser. It condenses, while the remaining Mg-RE that

does not evaporate here flows down through the liquid standpipe into the next evaporator,

where a portion of it evaporates, and so on. Each evaporator–condenser pair is called an

“effect.” Heat flows upward from effect to effect, from lower condensers to the evaporators

above them. Liquid Mg flows downward between evaporators from effect to effect. Mg vapor

flows upward within each effect from its evaporator into its condenser above it. Standpipes

control the height of liquid Mg alloy in each evaporator. A vent enables some vapor to exit the

condenser and enter a second condensing chamber. Because the outgoing vapor is high in

volatile metals like zinc, the magnesium in the condenser is purer than without the vent and

counter-flow condition. This resembles an ammonia-water separation system[41], [42].

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of a four-effect magnesium G-METS distiller, with a detailed view of a

single effect.
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Figure 5.2: Cross-section of a three-effect G-METS Distiller

The distillation process currently in use domestically (MagPro) is a sublimation process [43].

Magnesium scrap is heated at low pressure. The magnesium vapor condenses as a “frozen

crown” on a cooled cover plate. Once the system is cooled, the crown is manually scraped off

the cover. The crown is then remelted and cast into magnesium bars that may be used for

alloying. This study's proposed novel magnesium-rare earth alloy distillation process has two

significant advantages over conventional distillation:

Energy and Operating Cost Reduction – the G-METS distiller will use 20% or less of the energy

consumed by conventional distillation. Furthermore, the G-METS is a continuous distillation

unit, i.e., there is no labor associated with harvesting the frozen crown or the additional energy

required to remelt and cast the magnesium into bars. And unlike conventional batch distillers, it

does not require hours of cooling between batches, increasing capital utilization and decreasing

capital and operating cost.
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Liquid product – the liquid magnesium-rare earth alloy produced by the G-METS allows for the

direct production of alloys, eliminating the energy and labor of re-melting the magnesium bars.

The major drawback of the G-METS over the VCD is that operating under a vacuum complicates

material input and removal from the distiller. A load lock or valving will be required, but

eliminating the compressor will compensate for this added complication.

Introducing a novel gravity-driven multiple effect thermal system (G-METS) distillation

techniques into a liquid metal leaching and distillation recycling process can potentially reduce

the energy use from 5 to 7 kWh/kg today to as little as 0.5–1 kWh/kg, a nearly 90%

reduction[40].

5.3: Experimental Investigation of Magnesium as a Leaching Agent

5.3.1: Introduction

Molten metal leaching, also referred to as liquid metal extraction (LME) is a promising

technique for recovering Nd from NdFeB magnet scraps. Several studies have investigated and

shown a rapid diffusion behavior of Nd from NdFeB into Mg melt[44]–[47]. In this study,

experimental analyses were carried out in order to demonstrate the leaching behavior of Mg for

NdFeB magnets and understand the effect of particle size and coatings on the leaching

efficiency.
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5.3.2: Methodology

The leaching was carried out in a Mellen furnace at 9000C for 2 hours, using a graphite crucible.

Magnesium rods purchased from Strem were cut into smaller pieces. The rare earth magnets

obtained were demagnetized at 3500C, and the coatings were removed for the first experiment

and left on for the second. The particle size analysis was carried out on the uncoated magnets.

The uncoated magnets were crushed to particle sizes ranging from 250 microns to 1 mm; thus,

these were differentiated in terms of small, medium, and large particle sizes. The

magnesium-to-magnet ratio variation used throughout the experiment was 3:1. The magnesium

and magnet particles were placed in the graphite crucible, as shown in Fig 5.3a. The experiment

was run under an argon-rich environment, and an oxygen sensor was used to monitor the

leaching environment and ensure no oxygen was in the furnace chamber.

After a 2-hour hold time, the furnace was shut down, and the samples were left to cool down.

Cross-sections of the samples were cut, as shown in Figure 5.3b, and characterized using

SEM/EDX. Particles of the leached samples were also taken at different parts for ICP-OES

analysis. The Nd to Mg ratios for the top section, midsection, interface, and bottom section of

the leached sample were determined by ICP-OES, as shown in Table 1. The praseodymium and

other traces of heavy rare earth metals were also analyzed using ICP-MS, as shown in Table 2. In

the bottom section, the large, medium, and small particle sizes were also characterized.
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(a) Before leaching (b) After leaching

Figure 5.3: Magnesium and magnet samples before and after leaching [48]

5.3.3: Results and Discussion

Table 5.1 shows the Nd to Mg ratio. It is highest at the bottom of the sample for the small

particle size than the medium and large particle sizes. It is lowest at the sample's top, indicating

that the Nd's leaching occurred. At the interface, where there is a clear distinction between the

magnet particles and the solid magnesium, we can see a relatively higher Nd/Mg ratio than the

mid and top sections. This experimental analysis was carried out to understand the effects of

particle sizes on the leaching efficiency. It can be deduced that a reduction in the particle size of

the magnet by crushing or otherwise can increase the leaching efficiency.
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Table 5.1: Neodymium to Magnesium ratio of sample section based on ICP-OES Analysis

Top Mid Interface Bottom
(small
particle
size)

Bottom
(medium
particle
size)

Bottom
(large
particle
size)

Nd/Mg
ratio

0.004 0.014 0.133 0.311 0.267 0.234

The SEM images of the top and mid sections of the leached sample are presented in Figure 5.4,

which show very high Nd concentration in regions with strong electron x-ray signals, indicating

that Nd concentrates in intermetallic precipitates in the alloy forming Mg-Nd alloy. It was

observed that there was a gradient in the Mg-Nd concentration with an increment from the mid

to top section because the magnesium liquid closer to the magnets will contain most of the Nd

initially. This is expected to extend to the top section with increased time and agitation.

Figure 5.4: SEM images of the leached sample showing the formation of Mg-Nd precipitates in the Mid

and Top sections
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In an attempt to identify trace rare earth elements, ICP mass spectroscopy was carried out. It

was observed that some of the praseodymium was leached into the magnesium, as shown in

Table 5.2, but no observable amounts of Dy or Tb entered the Mg alloy. This observation was

supported by the EDS analysis of the top section sample, as shown in Figure 5.5.

Table 5.2: Elemental analysis of other rare earth elements present using ICP-MS

Pr (%) Dy(%) Tb(%)

Top 0.14 0 0

Mid 0.47 0 0

Interface 2.91 0.02 0.02

Bottom(small particle
size)

1.08 0.01 0

Bottom(medium
particle size)

1.69 0.02 0.01

Bottom(large particle
size)

1.63 0.02 0.01

The EDS images in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.3 show the percent weight concentration of the

precipitates and base metal. The light grey precipitates contain 31.6 wt.% NdPr and 65.8wt%

Mg. The dark grey area is the base metal, Mg, with a concentration of 99wt.%. The large area

spectrum indicates average Nd content of about 2.3 wt%, which is not far from the 3.5 wt% Nd

concentration indicated by ICP-OES characterization.
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Figure 5.5: EDS analysis of Mg alloy top sample after leaching: (top left) backscatter image showing

locations of EDS analysis (Spectrum 2 in the top right covers the whole field of view); (bottom left and

right) EDS spectra 3, and 5 showing 25%, and 0.7% Nd respectively [48]

Table 5.3: Concentration of Elements shown in Figure 5.5

Spectrum/Element Mg (%wt.) Nd (%wt.) Pr (%wt.)

Spectrum 2 82.7 2.3 -

Spectrum 3 65.8 25.4 8.9

Spectrum 6 99.3 0.7 -
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Figure 5.6 shows the SEM/EDS result of the coated magnet leached sample showing the

presence of Mg-Nd precipitates. It is difficult to explain why the experiment with the coatings

did not result in high nickel content in the magnesium. It has been speculated that there may

have been some passivation of the nickel[49]. If it is possible to leach the rare earth without

removing the coatings, that will reduce the cost and complexity of the recycling process. Also,

because the Nd concentration in the Mg is not uniform, only an estimate of the amount

recovered can be made, but no accurate measurement of the amount of Nd leached out of the

magnet.

Figure 5.6: EDS analysis after leaching of coated magnets: (top left) backscatter image showing locations

of EDS analysis (Spectrum 10 in the top right covers the whole field of view); (bottom left and right) EDS

spectra 13, and 18 showing 11.9%, and 4.1% Nd respectively
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5.4: Magnesium-Neodymium alloy Distillation Experiment

5.4.1: Methodology

The distillation experiment was carried out in a 12” inner diameter Mellen furnace in the

foundry with an output max of 8.71kW to determine the vertical temperature gradient of a

batch distiller and the distillate composition following the separation of

magnesium-neodymium alloy. Supplemental furnace insulation with an opening widened to fit

a 10” schedule 40 pipe distiller was used. Temperatures were monitored vertically along the

outside of the distiller using K thermocouples, as shown in Figure 5.7, with the proper

connections to a data logging system, to generate a validation set of temperature distribution

within the distiller during the experiment. The distiller was assembled using the design and

dimensions in Figure 5.8 and sealed under a vacuum.

Figure 5.7: Side view of assembled distiller showing thermocouple placement along the outside of the

chamber [50]
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Figure 5.8: Welding and assembly diagram for one-effect batch distiller

The furnace was set to a manual output power of 50% and increased as necessary to reach the

desired temperature of 11000C. At 11000C, the distiller was slowly raised using a gantry crane by

4.5inches until about half of the evaporator was within the furnace. The rest of the distiller was

within the secondary insulation, as shown in Figure 5.9. The output power was manually

increased or decreased as needed until the thermocouples stabilized with a lower temperature

of ~9000C and an upper temperature of ~7000C. At this point, the distiller was held for 5 - 6

hours, until a sudden increase in temperature of the lowest thermocouple, indicating a

complete distillation of Mg. The alloy makeup before distillation was 95% Mg, 4% Al, and 1%

Nd.
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Figure 5.9: Secondary insulation elements wrapped in steel foil and tightened with 2 steel straphangers.

Secondary insulation resting atop furnace.

5.4.2: Results and Discussion

Figure 5.10: Cut 1-effect distiller after distillation showing the evaporated Mg in the Condenser
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Table 5.4: XRF Result of distilled Sample

Element Mg Al Fe Mn Zn Ni Cu Sc

%wt. 99 0.58 0.152 0.020 0.085 0.065 0.020 0.075

The distilled sample is shown in the condenser of the 1-effect distiller, as seen in Figure 5.10.

X-ray Fluorescence was used to analyze the sample's composition after distillation, shown in

Table 5.4. It can be seen that there was an aerosol carryover, i.e., trace elements in the distilled

sample, despite the obstruction in the evaporator. This is likely because a lower heating rate led

to a lower evaporation rate and slower gas velocity, resulting in less aerosol separation than a

prior study [51],[52]. Based on the distillate composition, it appears that ~15% of the distillate

is aerosol carryover, with the remainder being evaporated metal. The percent composition of

Mg increased from 95% to 99%, indicating an increase in the purity level of Mg. There is no Nd

content in the distilled sample. However, the presence of Sc might indicate rare earth content

since rare earth elements have similar chemical properties, and their spectral signals can

overlap. The distiller comprises nickel-free steels, but some of the tubes are stainless, which

could be the reason for the 0.1% Ni the Mg. This is not a problem for the Mg because it is

re-circulated to leach the magnet again. However, the evaporator must be lined with a material

such as molybdenum to prevent the Nd from absorbing iron and other metals from the distiller.
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5.5: Reduced-order Model for Magnesium-Neodymium Alloy Distillation

5.5.1: Methodology

A reduced-order model which uses the general solution model, the general form of traditional

geometrical models, can be used to calculate and predict several properties in a thermodynamic

system[53], [54]. In general, heat transfer up through the distiller limits the distillation rate,

which is majorly a result of the heat conduction through the steel evaporator and liquid Mg-Nd

alloy in the evaporator. For pure Mg distillation, the vapor flow requires only a small pressure

difference, so within an effect, the magnesium vapor pressure at the evaporator surface is very

close to the vapor pressure at the condenser surface.

Here the effect of Nd activities was considered in the case of Mg-Nd distillation. Using

parameters from Meng et al. for the Mg-Nd binary system[55], a continuous flow thermal

model was used to predict the Mg-Nd alloy distillation temperatures and production rates in a

three-effect distiller. The activities of Mg-Nd were calculated using the TCMG6 database for Mg

alloys in Thermocalc software. The vapor pressures and composition fractions were calculated.

The mass flow rates were used to predict the production rate difference compared to pure Mg

by carrying out several iterations of the temperatures at the bottom of the condensers, mass

flow rates, and activities of the Mg-Nd alloy.

5.5.2: Results and Discussion

From the activity models, as seen in Figure 14, the activities of Mg-Nd alloy were estimated as

0.04, 0.002, and 0.001 at evaporator temperatures 9240C, 8490C, and 7630C in effects 1, 2 and 3
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respectively. This was calculated based on a mass flow rate of 125kg/hr of Mg-Nd, assuming the

Mg-Nd precipitate contained in the alloy was 25kg/hr, where 50% of this was Nd. Thus Mg

fractions of 50% in Effect 1, 79% in Effect 2, and 86% in Effect 3 were estimated.

(a)

(b)
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©

Figure 5.11: (a,b and c) Activity Curves for Mg-Nd for the three-effect distillation model

Using the distiller parameters in Table 5.5 and assuming a bottom heater temperature of 9500C,

and estimating a top condenser temperature of ~7500C, the mass flows for each effect were

22.9kg/hr which was ~53% reduction in production rate compared to the distillation of pure

Mg.

The power consumption was 33.48kW. The output power can be increased to increase the

production rate, and the bottom and top temperatures are maintained at 9500C and 7500C,

respectively. But this could affect the energy consumption and economics of G-METS distillation

for magnet recycling, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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Table 5.5: Distiller parameters used in the reduced order model for the temperatures of the three-effect

distiller

Distiller parameters

Area, m² 1

Bottom heat T, °C 950

Top liquid Mg T, °C 750

Steel thermal k,

W/m·K 20

Mg thermal k, W-m·K 91

Steel layer thickness,

m 0.01

Mg layer thickness, m 0.025

Mg ΔHv, W·h/kg 1462

5.6: Conclusion

The experimental investigation and reduced order model of Mg-Nd alloy has been presented in

this chapter. It was shown that Mg is a suitable leaching agent for Nd, and a reduction in the

particle size of the Nd magnet will increase the leaching efficiency. Analysis of the leached

coated magnet did not show the presence of Ni in the Mg-Nd precipitates. This could be a result

of the passivation of the Ni coatings. The reduced order model has predicted a 53% reduction

in the production rate of Mg-Nd distillation compared to pure Mg, using a three-effect G-METS

distiller.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1: Key Findings and Conclusions

This thesis has presented a comprehensive study on recycling rare earth magnets from an

economic and technical perspective. Important conclusions from the techno-economic analysis,

commercialization studies, experimental investigation, and reduced-order model are presented.

The G-METS distillation system is a low-cost innovation that can reduce the energy consumption

of the overall recycling process compared to traditional distillation. The techno-economic

analysis has shown that energy consumption can be reduced by ~67% compared to traditional

distillation. This can reduce the overall operating cost of the recycling plant, thus increasing the

economic feasibility of recycling rare earth magnet scrap in coming years when scrap magnets

have a stable feedstock supply. Feedstock supply is gradually becoming available in the United

States and other countries as the first-generation Prius and Chevrolet Volts have started being

retired. Data centers and magnet-cutting companies are also great sources for post-consumer

scrap magnets.

The commercialization study presents a business model canvas in which a company can use the

new recycling process with G-METS distillation to profitably address some of the needs of US

rare earth magnet producers. It displays a workflow of several key stakeholders necessary to

ensure the stability of rare earth magnet recycling. Incentivizing the collection of post-consumer

rare earth magnets and promoting a domestic supply of rare earth magnets for defense
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applications by paying a premium to offset the cost of recycling can ensure an economically

viable business.

The experimental investigation has demonstrated that Mg is an effective leaching agent for rare

earth metals. It is speculated that the leaching of coated magnets can be achieved because of

the passivation of the nickel coatings, reducing the cost and complexity of the recycling process.

Also, the leaching efficiency tends to increase with a decrease in particle size. The reduced

order model has shown in 53% reduction in the production rates of Mg-Nd distillation

compared to pure Mg in a three-effect G-METS distiller.

6.2: Recommendations for Future Research

1. Valorization of the By-Products from the Recycling Process - Fe, B, and Nickel Coatings

Before and after leaching, Ni coatings and FeB are recovered, respectively. Studies on how these

can be valorized will go a long way in increasing the economic viability of magnet recycling.

The Fe and B in the leached solid residue can be recycled to produce new NdFeB magnets or

other metallic products or to produce alloys with other metals such as cobalt, nickel, and

titanium, which can have various applications in the automotive, aerospace, and electronics

industries. Also, the recovered nickel coatings can be recycled to produce new nickel-based

products, such as stainless steel, batteries, or electronics, or in the production of superalloys,

which are used in high-temperature environments like gas turbines or jet engines.
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2. G-METS Bismuth Distillation Experiments

As discussed in the techno-economic analysis of this recycling process [1], bismuth will be used

in the second leaching step to recover the heavy rare earth metals as studies have shown that Bi

is a suitable leaching agent [2] - [5]. Thus, it will be paramount to demonstrate the distillation of

Bi-Nd in the G-METS.

3. Two-Effects and Three-Effects Mg-Nd Distillation Experiments

Only a single-effect distillation has been demonstrated thus far in this study. Conducting

experiments for a two- and three-effect Mg-Nd G-METS distillation is essential.

4. G-METS Mg-Nd Continuous Distillation Design and Experiments

It is important to design and demonstrate a continuous G-METS distillation as a continuous flow

system presents unique challenges that require various design considerations, such as

temperature differentials and mass flow rate control.

5. Life Cycle Analysis or Other Ecological Analysis

Life cycle analysis of the process design will be important for comparing the conventional

process with the new production.

6. Validation of Techno-Economic Analysis through Stakeholder Perspectives

An exercise to validate the parameters used for the techno-economic analysis through

stakeholder perspectives will be helpful.
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